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LANGUAd IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

ERIC (Education41 Resources, Ih/bprmation Cenpr) is a nationwide network
of information centers, eaëll responsible for a gi'ven educational level or
field of study. ERIC'is supported by the National Institute of Education
of the U.S. Department of Health, Educaiion and Welfare. The basic

obje'ctive of ERIC is to make-current developments in educational researcb,,
instruction, and personnel preparation more readily accessible to educa-

tors.and members of related professdAns.
,

,7

ERIC/CLL. The ERIC elearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics (ERIC/CLL),11*
one ofvthe:specialized clearinghouses in the'ERIC system, is operated by

'the Center for Applied Linguistics. ERIC/CIL is specifically respon-
sible fon'the collection and dissemination of information in the general
area.:of research and application in languages, linguistics, and language
teaihing- and learning.

vig

LANGUAGE' IN-EDUCATION: IHEOgY. AND PRACTICE. In addition to processing
information, ERIC/CLL is also involved in information synthvis and
analysV. The Clearinghouse commission9recognizedauthoiities in lan .

guages and linguisticsto write analyses of the current issues in their
areag.Of specialty. The resultant documents, intended for use by educa-
tors and researchers, are published'under the title Language in Education:

Theory and Practice.* The series includes practical guides-for classroom
teachers, extensive state-of-the-ailt papers, and selected bibliographies.

,

- The material in this publioation was pre ed pursuant to a contract with,

thp National Institute ok Education, U.S4 Department of Health, . Education

and Welfare. Contractors undertaking.such projects.under government
sponsOrship are encouraged to'express freely their:judgment in profes-

and technical matters. Prior to publication, the danuscript Was :

submIttQd to the American Councillon the Teaching of Foreign Languages
for critial review and determination of professional competence. This

/publication hainet such standard's. Points of view or opinions, however,

,/ 4o npt necessarily represent.the official_view or opinion f either

ACTFL or NIE. This publication is not.printed at the expenç of the

Federal Government. -0

This publicition may be purchS4d directly from the Center for Applied
Linguistics. It also.will be announced in.the ERIC,monthly abstract.

. journal Resources in Education (RIE) and will be avai:ialYi4rom the ERIC
Document Reproduction Serllice, Computer Microfilm IntOrnati al.Corp.,

P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210.' See RIE for ordering inf rmation 'and'

ED numbert

'For further information on the ERIC system,'ERIC/CLL, and Center/Clearing-
hoyse publications, write to ERIC Clearinghouseon Languages and Linguis-

. tics, Center fOk. Applied LinguiStics; 1611 North Kent Street, Ailing
VA-22209.

*From 1974 through,1977, all Clearinghouse publica.tlons appeared as the s

CAL-ERIC/CU berion tangildges and Linguistics. Althouyh more papers
are being added teA the original seriegT the majority of the ERIC/CLL
information analysi's products will'be included in the Language in Educa-

tiof series:
t
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PREFACE
4

The Ame'rican Cdunc4.1 on the Teaching of Foreign LAguages hat cooPerated with the .

ERIC Clearingh"ause on'Languages and LinguiStics to provide.abstracts of most of,the
:papers presented at the joint AGTFL/AATC/SCOLT meeting held in Atlanta, GeorgAa,
November'14-22, 1979.

All persons who presented:papers or' worksbops were invited to submit abstracts.for.

^ inclusioyn this publicatioh. Some editing was done by the ERIC staff to provide a
general f mat for the abstracts. The'abstracts are arranged in the same order of
presentation as they appear,in the.convention program. An author'index"is also
Incltided.

/Many of the papers will be pubilshed in their entirety dn journals or be made
available through the ERIC system. They will be announced through Resources in
Education,,Current Index to .145urnals in Education, and other publications fn-the

ERIC system.

SOphia Brhrens, Editor

q
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THE ROLE OF cOMPREHENSION Ip LANGUAGE ACQUISITION.
, .

,Chairperson: William 0. Clapper, Roanoke (VA) CduntyiSchools
Qarticipants:. Stephen D. krashen; ,Rebedca Valette, Boston College

. .

S.

.:THi'INPOT ITYPOTHkSIS
.

.

.

.

.

, , . I

(Statement of the input.hypothesis:: Language acqt4sition 'not learning] can'

:

:occur only Wheri the acquifer understands input languag4. If an acquirer is at. stage
r -,

ii-he or she'can Move.to stage i+1 by understandtng trip t at the i+1 level [w th the
d'of context-or extralilguistic ineormation]. Speaki aids language acquisd.tion .

indiredtly, by encburagiTNunderstandable input.)
,

\

,

.. \.

',Monitor theory destinguishes subconsciouslanguage ac uisitio from conscio,f0

language j.earning. The available evidence is consistent ith the hypothesise that.
\

fluency in aecond languages is due to the operation of wha performers have
\

'

.acquired, not what. thq ,have learned. Conscious learning s availablconly as a'
-monitor, and call only be used when ceruain conditions are t. ..

." .This model implies-that acquisition is far.more iMporta t than learning., and .\\

,.,
,

therefore further implies that thecentral:goal of second la guage pedagog/ should \
,

, be to encourage language acquisition in the classroom. This eads td a-question \

that'i, at the same time, of enormous theoretical and applie interestl How do
,

people acquire? Stated ift-other terms, if a performer is at a given stage in .

, naeural language abquisition (i), how does he.or she "move", to the nexr stage (1+1)?
-the input hypothesis is thit this progression occurs via comprehensible input. *

Performers need tdo receive and understand input that'includes seructure-at the t+1

'level. They .re able to understand language that is "a tittle beyond" their Currelit
_

level with the- aid of context and their 'knowledge of the world. In this presen-

tation, several argumerits are offered in-favor of the Input hYpothesis, and some of
.4

'its implications are discussed. : .

FRIDAY MORNING NOVEMBE'R 23

#.0

'

Arguments in favor of the'input hypothesis:

Caretakera typically simplify their speech .tO children in order to help the

children understand'what they are saying (Clark and tlark, 1977). In addiytion,,

)dar.etaker.apeech ig at least "ropghly.tuned" fo.tht syntactic developMent of the
child; Zheilnput-tends to get mdie'complex as the child grows linguistically. If

caretaker-speedh does help child language adquisition, it may do so by'supplylng
crucial inPut that includes structure at the Child's:t-171'.," There is"gopd reason, to

believe this is also the case with adult second language.acquisitiN as argued in

Krashen (078). 1

2., Many recent studies show that teaching methods that emphasize listening.

comprehension and that deemphasize early production are as efficient as or more
efficient than more tradltional methods (e.g., Asher, 1969;.Gary, 1976; PostoVsky,
1977).° Many scholars in'the .fieldvof language:pedagogy are recommending methils

that emphasize- supplying interesting and understandable input (e.g., Valette, 1978;
.Terrell, 1977; Nord, 1978).

-101
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3. Infarmal rePorts df lapNge' acquisition in other Cultures cOnfirm that in ,

early stages the emphasis.is on litenihg4 .
(0

.. mk. Children acquihng'sedondklanguages generally go through a "silent period,"

lastina 4eve'ra1 months, during which-pleir..only.outritIt
,

in the second language may .be
rOutineq, and patterns. .Ttlis may,be the time duringwhich acqu red comPetence is
built up via input. .

.

.

.. . .

5.' The literature on first language "interference" ES consislent withthe
hypothesis that the firstlanguate is u.sed as an utterance "initiator" whe9 perfor- i
mers are asked to spek "too soon," before they have acquired,enough of the,target

.

language. In other words, the literature supports.'Newmark's contntion that we fall'
back orL:our first language in Cases where we' have,not acquired the second language.'
Adults may thus substitute first language use for the -6i4d's silent period. The

'research .literature also indicates that second language performes shOw fev4r first
t

language-type-errors over'time, which could bet, interpreted'aS the effects of
1.

a6quisition occurang as the result of input.
. - ,

-The inpdt hypothesis implies that theoretically, speaking is not necessary... 4144417'

(Lenneberg, 1962, provides support for this hypothesiS Practically; speaking may
be very useful, in that it enables the pert.ormer to enga6 in cbnverslations, thus

obtaining input. Thus, early speaking may be quite important tn the natural second
Language situatioh, but is less crucial in the foreign language 01-tidation, where
Input iscavailable from the teacher and from bboks, ahd where4practical-demands are

le ss.

Finally, the input hypothesis predicts that speaking fluency will'emerge graft-
ally, after a considerable amount of 0_me is spent in listening and ceading, wh'ere
,the emphasis is onlunderStanding the message. Much gcker results can be had when
clasSwork emphasizes conscious grammar and the use of4.d4a1ogues, but the results'
will Se much lesssatisfactory; studentA will be very limited withurespett to the
range of situations they tan apply their knowledge towith respect to what they cp
say, and with res'pect to how tHey can say it. AlloWing natural acquisition to
develop is more pleasant for She'studpnt and will give him or her a far stronger

1.,

...

linguistic competence.
.

.

' -. -Stephen D. Krashen, Dept. ot Linguistics, Univ. of Souther4141California ,

,Los Angeles 90007 ,

.. ..

( r
. Refereeg ,

Asher, J. 1969. The total physical response approach to second Jangupgc learning.

Modern Language Journal 53, 3-17.
C1a5k, H. and E. Clark. 1977. ,Psythologly. and language. New York:. Harcourt Brace

' .Jovanovich.

Cary,-J.0. 1978. Wily spe4, if you don't need to? The case for a listening compre--
1hension approach to'beginning foreign language learning. In Second languaga

acqutsition research. Edited by W. Ritchie. New York: Academic Press, '

. I r
, pp. 185-199.

Krashen, S. 1978. Adult second 1anguage acquisition and learning: A review of

theory and applications. In Second lahLuage acquisition and foreign lauguage
teachirig. Edited by R. Gingras. Arlington, VA: Center for,Applied Lingiis-
tics.

,

Lenneberg, E. 1962. Understanding language without pe-ability to speak: &case

report. Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 65,,4f9-25..
NOrd, ,I 1978: Shut-up and,listen: The/case for 1Ntening comprehensidn.

Han6script, Univ. of Michigan. .

. .. .
.

.

. . Postovsky, N. 1977. Why not.stat speaking tater?, In ViewpoInVs on English as a

.
second language. Edited by H. Burt; H. Dulay, and H. Finocchiaro. New York:

.
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Tetrea, T. 1977, A. titural,approach to, second language Acquisition and learnig:-

Modern Language,Journal 61i. 325-37: ,

Valette, R. 1978. 'Listening 'comprehension.- Fapqr.presented at 19Y8 ACT,
.

A :mqeting, Chicago..
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ELEUENT,ART SCHOOL' PROGRAMS THAT WORK

dhairp son: John Fel kunKe
.

.. .

4seak s: 'Cathi Barlow, Oat Knoll Elementary Schoo).,..East Point, GA; Lili Gold,
Sh er Heights (OH) Elementary-School;- Donna f4alker,Heards.Ferry-Elementary
School, Atlanta.. .

. % '' ...

This session focuses on three distinct FLES programs that haire proved successful

over the years. .The Shaker Heights program provide's.French,to all fourth, fifth and
.sixth.graders for(20 6inutes every day.,- The usp of'epecial French teachers is the
'basic Strength of the program. Listeningind speaktug are.emphasized in fourti.1 and.
fifth grades, while reading, writing and'some grammar predominate in the sixth
grade. Because 'of the long-standipg recognttion of the succesd-of.the program,
psrental support has.been readily available-fromstutoring stUdents to Cooking oi
washi'g dishes fOr 4 frenCh. Fair. Eighty to 90 percent of siXth graders elect

'Frenc.Y iu the seventh grade. .

, he Program "
'in Oak Knoll Schdol. in Atlanta is termed a .program of limited

individualizaE4on." The program is designedto make maximunr use of limited class
1-time with heterogeneous grows.. Its goal is to leave students andjeacher.with a .

feeling of accomplishment. In operation for th'e past three years, the program is in
. r

constant evolution. Books, worksheets', films, filmstrips, tapes,.flashcards, and
games are usedto reinforce active teacher-pupil interaction. Peer tutoring is .

encourdged, ,And,a lipited amount of self-cheCking is.employed to easd.this burden on
the teacher. Videotapes Yew been made to show other schools the operaiion,Of this .

program..
The Fulton County-FLES program is designed to meet the special, needs ot gifted

. sLeents (IQs of.135 and_ above). The French program:it Heatds Ferr5i: School use4

Joseph Renzulli's "enrichment triad-model" as a guide. This model allows for a
syStem of organizing both the academic reqmireMents and.the intellé4ual developinent
Of each gifted child. It allows_freedom of -individuality within a program desrgned
espetially to meet the needs of those with above-aver$4e abilities. Plements pre-
sented from this FLES program are IvideotApes,.slides,...games,. and a culture lesson.

--John F. Kunkle,. Dept. of Foraigp Languages, Univ. Of Southern Louisiana.;

.Lafayette 70504 .

1

PRIMING THE.PUMP: THE FINE. ARTS Of TEACHING CULTURE AND LITERATURE

Chairperson: JaMed F: Ford, Univ. of Arkansas .

0

Speakers: Robert J. Griffin; Robert M.' Henkels

).

\
.

,

"What ean the Spanish possibly $ee in those grisly statues of martyrs?" "Why

bother reading a play like Godot in which nothing happens?" 'Questions like these
. are heard not only'in museums and libraries. They come up frequently in'Toi.eign

lang ge and.litetature classes.. They are to be expected in'a situation where stu-
dents

r
re grOpling with books and cultures that fly in.the face of their.notions of

how things should be and how people shosld behave. To the teacher intent on
. .

r

3
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,
ringing to life.the unique.chaacteris4cs of_a nalrional eultUre 'or explaining the'

regeneratiire processes,of,modern iine arts prol0)0e a.coruucopia of

e matetW whose potential is suggested bY the 16i...10wing example4. .

Making Cdntempordry French litevature pcessible and r:vmpropenNibite (Lo 4a!

nOthihg of enpirabre) often proves an uphill struggle, recalligg' the paiufui dwi

of Beckett'stharapters to nowhete, This is go'bedaus.the most interesting recent

- novels,'plays;.and poems'modk, phallenge, and oYerturn the very models of bgauty and

accepitabilitrto Which the' students ha e become adcustomed as 'normal." Examples

frOm the fine arts (presented through's des,and.tapes). shoW immediately and'drata-.

tidally that these'writérl ea'ger to experiment contribute to an exciting processoof

renewal: through glides and tape, ba.innlng with ltpressionist paintings and Ihusic

by,Debassy, stadents.experienme the re resentation of the world.with which they and

their paents are most.comfortable. iWeautiful though the images.are, it is imke-

diately apparent that>they do not express our strident, anxious world. As.tlwslide

tape recaPs recnt arE history, Oterspersed with historical materfal, it charts the
evolution of ah art kalculated to IlleaSe and reas urre a self-assured, stable.society:

to an art designed to stimulate, disturb, or sh k.an audience ungure of its values.

Having grasped through this material whatthe arts have in common,'and.havtng seen

and.heard hoW appropriate it is.for artists of different periods to express them-
, . .

selves in differing forms, tht, students are mote willing to judge contemporary .

writing oft its own terms'anil to see its links to the past. ,

.
.Language teachers today are aware of the.important distinction between Formal,'

Culture- and Deep Cultufe and the aplication of Chesterton's-remark that "a culture 4

thust never.be judged by.its cultured people,' but as Genelle Morain has.pointed dut,

, "In reailty, bothtiaditional and anthropological-aspects of culture ere so inter-

:4 g'woVen that a valid-separation in the language class becoteg impossible."

The purpose of.this presentation is.to delineaté for languAge teachersisome .

-practical examples of,just how,inextricable.the two eletents afe; 4110W "big,&:Can

illuminate "little c" to enlarge students' understanding of the xarget culture..

Participants are shown, fbr,.example, ow'Spanish architect'likevJose d.

- Chutriguera produced a Paroque style that is Aistinctly.SPanish; how artists like F?1.

Greco and VelAzquez produced.masterpieces that reflect importantaspects.of the

Spanish character; how. mposers like Manbel de,Falla.deliberately wrote music..

expressive*of the Hispant. tradition.
-

'With examples such as...these, French, and Spanish-teactiers are offered explicit-.

suggestions on "the finp arth of teaching cultare."
--RobertHenkels, Dept.-of Foreign Languages, Auburn Univ., Auburn; AL ,

3683; Robert J. Grtffin, Dept....of Modern and Classical Languages;

Western Michigan Univ., Kalamazoo 49008

4

1
ANGELS-lni OUR CLOSETS

DISCONTRING "FOREIGN" HERITA50

Cha4person: Clemens,Hallinan, Univ. of Florida

Speaker: David W. Gurney.
4

'Pal-American." Whattdoes that mean in the context of a tulttculturAl society?.

/Do ve appreciatesthe attributes of ',the diveis.e cultures represented in our country?

Or, have we forgotten some.ok the-cultural,"angels" in our slosets? When we bring .

-Out of storage 6hose special liecorations passed clown in'the family fot Christmas,

whenwe prepare thosOpeciai family recipes,Nwhen we renew family.ties in.
4

'special way that certainfevents.arv remembered or celebrated, dd we reflect on the

oultufal.rature of these things that Wt do so"naturally"? In our,behayiOr, I believe

-.

11

4
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that we retain many of the attributes btought by our ancestors from all areas1 of the

w d.
,

. ow we react, daily to'personal.and social situations may dependwupon a cultural
influence which came from a,long-forgotten person'in Our family. t'or.a country

representing such a diversity of cultural.attributes and heritage,44t behooves us to
refleet on the cultural elements that are n. fundamental part-of'our nature, even
tivough we may not always recognize phe source. If we Americans .could identify, and,

by recogniz,ingthem, revalidate the contributions of other cultures*that are.fun-
damental to our daily fives, we would kindle a'humanistic glow in the global com7 .

.,munity of whill,we are-a part.- -"We are part *of you," we would be telling the'rest .

of the- world from which so many of our anCestors came. "We accept: ourselves' as new,

original,human beings and accept-t* you helped 'make us by the pioneering .spirit
that brought yout sons- and daughters to these shores." ..

ean we in education fin
as well aS focus attention
Whither E Pluribus.Unum?
cultural strengths that th

ways to derive.the cultural baekgrounds of our students
the many cultural differences thatflavor our society?'

,school, as a social institution, should build on'the
hild brings'.to the classroom. Foreign language

teahlers and students have a unique opportunity,tO discolker our "fiireign" heritage
-
and develop'considerable awareness about the cultural diversity represented hi the
students and the cOmmunity. Perhaps gaining a realization of the actual cultural
.habits that students share with "foreigners" will help them develop asens tivity to.
the ,utual interdependence that touches us all on our Spaceship, Earth. he acti-
vity is entitled 'Calling.All Angcts."

In the wOrkshop, teachers devel_op an awareness about the fnfluen.tes of foreign
vulture exhibited by the participants who, 1.deally,thave.no appar t ethnic sffiiia-
tion. Based-on their re'sponseS td items on a,questionnaire des. ned to establish
connections with ancestral attribute, , teachers demonarate instruction can be'

adapted to'include culfural heritag factors in the contenvand actiyities of their,
glasses. 'Participants complete.the questionnaire-. 'Then 'in 'groups of'eitht to.ten,
they, share the cultural perspectives discovered from analysis of theirkanswers to
the items on the questionnaire. Each group has 9ne,
'to describe suggested_instructional adaptations aed on.the cultural factors,
discerned in the groiT activity. '

. .

A final word, 4nd a Warning! Eat!ter, "vAlescribed the.ipfluences that "foreign"
ancestors, as "angels in our closets,' ,ma,y;itill. exert on our daily behavior". Don't

be surprised if, whec looking back intoyour family or cOmm?nity history, you should
.turn up a few skeletons in some of iie c1osets ydt peek ineo!

-4

r two transparencies on which

--David W. Gurney, College of Eoucation, Univ. of Central Elorida,
Box 25600, Orlando 32816

ARBITRARi DELETION4: A MODIFICATION OF THE CLOZE PROCiDURE
AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ACHIEVING READING PROFICIENCY'

Chairperson: Stivia Ruffo-Fiore, Univ. of South Florida
:SPeaker: JOseph Ple:Wipf

There s geOwing concern in the United StateS about students' inability to read
fluently and with a reasonable lev.61 of comprehensioneven iu their native
language!, This,dhxiety is documented at lea.st in part.by the fact that the average
S'core on the verbal section Of the" Scholastic Aptitude Tests has. decltined Steadily
(aver.thi-yoars. 'Indeed, there are those who question whether high school gradUates

- ,

arc even literate, Oith Oe result that many states are resOrting to testing
programs designed to ensure at least-a minimal level O4f reading competency':

,



Withi th foreign language teaching.profession, it appears that 'reading is

resur g as he core of many foreign language programs:* This emphasik ori reading

stifiable, if not overdue, since reading'is the one skill students are,most

4 ely to use fter they have lefr tne,cl'ssroom. It is al.so the second-language

skill that s ketained the pmgest (Allen andoValette, 1977)-: Furehefmore, all

language skill stand to benefit from fhb systematic approach to tbe development ef

reading (Greene ald; 1979).'.
Nevertheles few innovative strategies for tile teaching and testing of reading

compreherision h ve been developed. Perhaps this is because reading-by its very
'nature is solit ry'and may, therefore, be the least' teachable of the four skins'
(Chaltain, 1976 )\. Among techniques receiving Increased attention from foreign
language educato s is the.CToze. procedure, in which studehts are to provide word%

v
*deleed from a r nning naeratiVe (dsuallOevery fif.th, sixth, or seventh word). In

its open-ended f rmat this procedure has been used extensiveIyjor testineEnglish
as a second lang ase. Various flodif.ications have been used successfully Ln recent ."

years,(Jonz, 1976).
A further,var ation.is one developed by the apeaker,through repeated classroom

use and is propos4d here under the label "pxbitrary deletions." Two features

distinguish it fe m its conventional counterpaet: (1) ratheethan consiStently
deleting every-fifth, sixth, or seventh word, the teacher is at 'liberty to remove:

"other more appropr ate words from the textat "reaSonable intervals; and (2)a11

deletedwords and number of.distractors are printed in alphabetical order.imme-

diately following he reading selection. The students' task r6lains the same--to

. restore the mutilated text to its..orfenal state.,
.

Arbitrary aelet onitave prioven useful and effecLive*for reading practice and
also for formal eva hAtiOn purposes. They_oefer the following featur0:

'They are relat vely eaSy to prepare.

'Scoring 1.6"objactive and effici,ent:
'The neces$ity'of ugfng the-native language of students is diminfshed,'

*They are effective at various,readIng levels
'Student mOti.vation and interest in ,reading are increased.

*The learner is .confronted with real language in context.-
*Teachers* can foc\us aftention on gra6matical Structure's that'alserve emphasis

in a given lessn.
*The deletivn of scure and 'infrequently used words that a'not critical for

4

comprehension of a reading passage can be avoided..,
--Joseph A.. Wfpf, Dept. of Foreign L'anguages aind Liter4Lures, Purdue

-
Univ., West Lafayette, IN 47907
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ADEMONURATION AND TascussIoN OF MICROCOMPUTER
APPLICATIONS.TO,FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNIN6..

ts

o

-aairpergonWerideil.H. Hall .

.

Speakers.: Wendell H. Hali; T. Wendell Jackson; Paul FA Luckau; R. Alan Meredith

..

Appearing first.a6 kits'for adateur electronica experimenters Ohd.soon
thereafter as factory-assembled models; the new microcomputers will soon be as--Com-

..mpn in U.S. homes as the television 2ets to hich they.wilt generally be connected.

Computer riiniaturization. has proceeded ao rapidly .that functions that.some.years ago
requirpd a boxcar full of Components Avenow performed by a quvIer-inch chip:. Many,

educaeors ard beginning to realizethat such reductions in Size, accpmpaniedy
similar reductions'in-cost,,make feasible the replacement of expenaiire timesharing
.compuier-assisted instructional systems by sMall, self-contained "personal".com-
puters using inexpensivecassettes or floppy-disks to store instructional programa.

Progress in the .cost-effectiveness of .such instructton is 'dramatically

'illustrated by the fact that if transportation had improved ap much as-coMputers .

sknce atrip to Tokyo Would take Only 2/10G of a second at a speed of.4
bIllilemiles per hour and at a fare of 7 cents--and there would be no waiting in

.airports. Put another way, a c:;N.umer.could purchase a Rolls Ro),Ce for $2.50 and

get two million miles per.gallon.- Though uch figures do not refer specifically to.

16 microcomputer.costs, which were much.lpWer to begin with, they'suggest an imminent

reyolution iI eleceronic instruction. With such developMents as magnetic bubble

memories already,on the market7-promising even more Startling miniaturizafion and

price.reductioris-.-microcomPuterd will saon-be beyond doubt a ubiquitous aid to
) -

instruction.. - . .

TIie effectiveneas of computer-assisted instruction depends on the quality of the

programs and methods Aeyeloped'by creative 'educators for:stueent use, an&\therefore4.

foreign language teacher& need to become'increasingly active in the develOpment of

imaginative courseware and learning strategies. In or.er to take full advantage of

the micrOcomputer's capabilities and influence thei f4irther development in.direc-

dons advantageous to the-profession, we.must also remain. abreast Of:technological

advances in this field..
,

. .
n

This workshop emphasizes a pracoLical approach to the application,of microCom-
puter technology to foreign,language learning. An introdUction to.,the hardware

available familiarizes paticipants with varioud models arid their capabilities,

characteristics',.and costs (initial and maintenance). Participants are introduced

td languages that are most adaptable to foreign language purposes . 4

(Basic,' Pilot Pascal) and ar shown how to crelte for the-microcimputer sample

instruct,ional programs.
The workshop inclhdep demonstrations of interface capabilities with audio and

video cassette.recorders, videodisk players, and slide/sound projectors.- Various -

Trograms Are demonstrated, showing how the microcomputer can-be used for development
of liptening.comprehensiod; speaking, reading and writing skills, instruction and
practice.in grammar, translation, conversation, speed reaelhg, cultural under-.
-standtg, esthetic aPpreciation,,andtesting. Foreign language games and simula-
tions making extensive use of computer graph;ps as well as alphanumeriC text -are

also demonstrated. . j

Ideas for possible insttructional formats,such as large and small groups, indivi-

duals, and pairs are pursued. Discussion alsO covers peripherals (cassette and disk

. operating systems, printers, tape playback controllers and activators, eec.) and

,housekeeping details.related tp microcomputer learnihg, including student orien-

tatipn, scheduling, ecord keeping,.and'maintenance.
-Welidell.H. Hall, T. Wendell Jackson, Paul L. Luckau, and R. Alan

neredit Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese, Brigham YOung,Univ., Pr6vo,
UT 8460
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HOW TO PUBLISH.A .40REIGN.LANGUAGE 'GgIREBOOK IN-YOUR STATE

,
ri or

Chairpjrhon; .Simone budot ,Ar.
Speaker,:../Olaixle Petrin% Scidth CEithOfic High .§ch4l,'Hartford7CT

. .1.
4

The French Guidebook to Connecticut, was plenned to.fueut oil things ftench in
61d/state,. 1So-that Fiench,teacherscould point them.out tp thein. Aents, plan oneci-

%.,, .

day Cultural trlPs.akid.ghve homework agsigntents about "ThefFren h altouhd,ls."
' Suggestiopt ron theae'variouSactiqties 'are Oiovided in the Gad'bOok. -

4
s 44

I

N

gefote ,eXpldlifing the "how ces"'of-publii.hing, Stkti a:guidebook for any"

lailguage,."'ii might he wellrto examine he 9why's" of such an undertAktng. Vor '

%/example, one...should ask:I Are there ant ethnic,:gr.oupS in:the State, wtio Are sipeaTi'ellg

' of the'language? Have there-been-historicar events in the state. thatAnvolyed

-, speakets of. that lanlguage? `Are there geographical names fhat Catile from the langua'ge-

, involved.? . Are there sPeciaity ,stores,' testaurants etc. $ ttiat featurt products and .

foods typical of the country or eountties !wgJe itle language As spoken? Are here
museuMa showing works of att from a country mhere. the ldnguage s spoken? If Ole
anwer to any of these questions,add:many more, is- 7yes7 then one-might statt
vlannifig the "how:to'41."

4. 1 ,
The most iMportAnt requisite for suCcess in-the'development ltf a gadeb6ok is-to.

. . form a group of volunteers willing to work hatd. If.possibPe, they shOuld be well .

spread throughout the.state. Second,. the Committee Mas to decide what type-of
informatrOn is going to be included in the guideboofc...- Research can then start on
the basis of.a questionnaire.listing by'categoties t4e information needed. Volun-,

. teers have to do-researc .in their own areas, and help can te soCght from ethnic':
,

.1", s-,, group* <FrancO-Amdrican'e lubs' and socilties, for example),.national Organizations
"(such as-the Alliance Fransaise), h1stoflca1.S6cieties, e$c. `Extta information. may

.a
., f ,

. .exen be provided by other interMited friends.' :. .
. - . ,

.

.,... .

'The process of 6therinrany.meaningtul amount of.material is a slow one. For

that reason, it'is wise not ',ordetermine the'date'oflpublicationtoo far in advance.
,ratience and. perseverance in Attempting to i'ecruit additional informants and workers

,
., ,'Fill Tay in the long run. .

. .

(
- When the coctaittee has a fair ideA of how long.bhe' bookleE, wil b what qualitY

.

I.

of paper will betused, and what type'of illustrdtkons Oillaps, draw ng photographs>,

are going to be included, ;it is time to get price e'Stiinates ftom a typesetter (the
final print results wil). be.sharper and more attractiye.than. those prepared byan
ondinary typewriter-) and a pririeer. Prices 4i11. bf lower if.the ma;erlal is pre-,

pared "camera-ready,". that is, set exactly:as-desired on,vch page. Vartous findn-

.
dial'Sources may be tapped, if the parent orgrization.ip not.able to provide the
funds. Jot example, advertising can be'offerecrin the bookletfull-page, half-page-
and quarter-page) to the indUstrial Firms, stores; 'and reAta4antb mentionedo, as -

well as to textbook publishers. Finally, a sale ptice be Set for the.bboidet,

based on the expenses involved- (including volunteers' exfieneseS such as stamps, phone .

calls, etc.).. ,1
.

When the date of publication is set,t,what iemains to-be d'Ont is to collate the

materials, edit them, and type them in the:desired order ant :Jomposition. Maps and

ill-us,fravions s hould be pasted in and the manuscript delive red to thelbypesetter. A
4.4 'few weeks later, it will be.senb to the printer together with 8x10yrints of the

4photogiaphs. A littl&e mord pa4enceand the proud cotributor tu. theoguidebook
A

can admire the irditSof their efforts. . .

.

-- Simone Oudot, 208 Flak Hitl Rd., NorWalk, CT 06054'

,

-
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% , v SIMULATIONS: APPRO:ACIt TO THE4,R,CREATION Ablii USE
i

t

. . e ,

.

, .
.

Chairperschn: Burnett M..1COnz.a ez, Parkway,East Juntor High k'hool,.Creve Coeur, MO
. .:.

'Speakerl Walter-Ey.ason 1 ,
. s .

4 '
44 y .0

,
. .

.
A s A . , . .

Perhaps the' most challenging task faced by language teachers is to d'evise .

.

...' teaching strxtegies where ne* language content, can be introduced 'Snd old contenX -
.teN.riewerl in such a-vay.as to invoiv--dven stimulate,;:student participation.

.

Role
:- playW in.sfuctliredsitudelOris, ór1"simulations,7 I% one such.strategy.

.

Simulatiscin$ need fn my clasisroom-seem to motiVate.student use of language isin real- f

life deci'sidn-4aiing evdnts concerming peisons in.another cultuie." Such a tech-
,'4'. niqae, whiCh rdqiiires substantpl pee interactibniMay,affect attitudes toward.the

,-tfrget culturR amfeven'promoteyeikifial 'groWth. Research diOthe use of simulations
...) ...ih social Studies classrooms.suggests.that'they can resat in ittitude'dhange ap .

. " . :P . Q%

well as.longer retentidn of leatning. . . , .
., .

.

* ., .

,Thitpresentation concerns a.tole-playilag/simulatiotftechnique that I de,vised
'Icalle'd"The Mailmikn," "Le Facfeur," -or "Eitartdro,""depeinding on the language

0:(invo0ed. . Six teeight students, seatedlika circle, become familiar with the rolefi
thaf.they and theit ndighbors are playink.. Information concerning.the typeof per7
.son/being played, as well As the kind 6f personality'that role requites, is givemtu
'ach.student either on_ca,rds that contain a single item Or on data sheets.(ID cards)
-written 'by each student.. Such:information includealmffie, address, sex, &ate 6f

.- birth, oCcupati6n, marital- status.,'schooling, ete., plus, information on such per-
sonal traits as prP'erences'for food, music, qcationg; hobbies; career:aspirations;
mantic attachments; etc. Processing, suè data permitd the teacher or &isctiWon. \

le der to Use thdiEect discourge technique Bernard, ask Marie-Fra ce where she
.., ll7Vesj Marie-FrancdlArask Alain.how old hem.is, Alain, ask Bernadette where she gpes

in the-summer. Once the,players.have learns4 who they ard'and who theit neig ors .','

are, they are ready to/deal with simulated happenings 't prrobleMs in these.perso

.,lives. Letters.containing culturally valid items are delivered to'each player,
requiring some reaction,within his or her role. Letters.might dnclude a'note fr.=

. he school principal to 0 patent,, trom the Social Security office, from fthe school,
nurge, or from a relative about to make a family visit. The envelopes Might contain

a wedding invitation, a billto be paid, information on a loan application, a ant-
card, a love letter, a riepott Card, ot.a job notice.. There is little limit to the
kind.',of.culturalltrelbvant'material that might,cothe to the players in the mail.

-0.The reipons' of each plhyer to :the.message he or she has received is shared.wl,th the'
i

others. -Written responseA are,oftea required. The teacher serves as an infotmation .

,source fdt necessary language'rtems%
Tfle teacher go has-had experiencein the target.Culture can select a getting as

well asrPersonsilkorshe has actually met there sto serve as models flo.elhe
.

construction of mat4rials. Altering-the''personal characteristfcs slightly, the .e
teacher 6an construct eig4t.to ten dossiers descrlbing eaCh perdon or role to be
used. .Variations of age, sex, and docial,class will make the collection pf roles
more interesting. Magazine illustrations are essential and easy to find. Letters

tb each of the persons created cam then be writtgn by the teacher. .Anthing that .

adds' to the reality of the roles or thd letter situationg should be'encouraged. 'Get
all' those little souvenir itelis ()kit ofthe closet and use them. Place'sgampson
envelopes. Use postcards, greeting cards, receipts; bus aftd plane ticket stubs.
Have students sypply props for their roles. Finally, have students change roles'

,

from trate to time, and by all means.keepthe letterg coming. . )

If his approacfi works LOr you, your students' will have learned and.reviewed
many essential.language items and gained' insights into.the poAit,lcal, social,.and

.
economic institutions of.the target culture'.

.'--Walter EliasOn, Dept. of-tecondary EduCation, Rider College, P.0, 647
Lawrenceille., NJ G8648, ,
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I'M ATTRACTIVE Y U'RE ATTRACT, IVE: A MINI-WORKSHOP

A. . rTh
, .

ON H. MANI IC.TECHNI,UES.

.

A -

Worklhop Leader:* Ger'trude Moskowitz .1,;',,
,.

4.

I. . .
. ..,

A glance et the daily newspap
vlIt

vidly iltustrates how Auch wg are in'utedlof/

more than sullject matter JAour c14ssroom ii4truction. TheAnternationat, national, ----

and local head,lines are filied.with the,Koblems.being4facqd ,by pebpje all'over Ole.

world. k'z'
.

..., i I . ? ,
Studenep today wane. an educatiT th:at!will help themmakeigense of their.live's

.
.

and the' world around them'. They want.learning that.is more perlsonal and human. .We
%

are all searching fdr our identily,'asking "Who am 1.?"'a'no "Whak am Ciike?",and

every one of us, without except.ion,lheeds-self-aoceptance. .

It has been reCogni,zed that moA Of us achieve only a dhall ,portion of pur, .

potential. Some of the conditions that foster growth'iri'Achieving Our potential' are

'developing fulfining felationships,\expressIng our feelings,, sharing oursetves,. *.

.giving, and receiving positive feedba01and Support, trustingjohers; unlileritanding

ourselves and others, becoming introspective, pnd discovering',Our strengths: 'In/

'sumMary, greater self-lcnowledge and sgreater sekf-fulfillmeni:enhance achieving More

of our 'peentiiil. e # ,

Humanistic education.is an approath that,focuses/oh goals such as these in order

.to promote the personal growtK of students., Applying humanistic principles'tothe
FL class means using the target language to coAmunicate about suchthinge as the
feelings, hopes, memories, values, and experiencesthe very livesofthe learners.

Be yourself, accept youself, discoVer yourself, and care fdr.othertthese are some

of the upderlying themealof humanistic activities. The tecEiticitips take personal- i

Atzing to a deeper level Ahan is usual in the FL.class.i Through the more personal,

relevant interaction that results, students Cecognize their strangths and those of

one another. The end product: personal growth lee'd-s to growth in the target'

language. , . .

..

It is important td, know that humaniSktic techniques are not gimmicks, ggmes, or
). .

therapy, or a way to decrive students into learning a language. To use such tech-:'

niques, teachers should understand and-believe in ht a humanistic approach repre-;

sents.
Two studies I conducted investigated,the effects of interspersing twiman istic

techniques with the ongoing curriculum of FL crasses.' The research indicated that

' students instructed ith humanistic techniques improved significantly in their atti-

)
tudes. toward learnin the target language, in their self-concept, and in their

acceptance of class ates. The activities helped overcome the inhibit.ton many felt

in speaking the foreign lahguage.' They-aiso increased the 'enthusiasm and motivation

'of yle teachers and tbeir students. i

A goal of férdign language learning is the'understanding and acceptance of other,

cultures. The beginningg of such acceptance may well be learning to acept one's

self and one's own classmates. So, spreadrng acceptance of different cuLtures may

best begin right in the foreign larfiguage class by spreOing acceptance among those

ewho met there daily.
This abstract presents a brief rationale for the use of humani7stic techniqbes in.

' teaching foreign languages. Ake workshop itself, however, is not(in. the ford of a

leceurr, bUt involves the audience throughout. Participants gAin insights into some

, of the "do's" and "don't!p" for conducting humanistic techniques. Activitles.are
Sdemonstrated for different levels of language and with different humanistic goals.

The activities appeal to all ages. Participants experience the'motivating effects
0

of humanistic techniques; learn More about thethselves, discover how,trIply attract1)e

.
they ane, and have some fun. ,

--Gertrude MoSkowitz, Dept. of Foreign Language Education, Ted'ple Univ.,
'

,'
Philadelphia, PA 19122 ., 1,
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SaKB4sQ-TIPS STRATEGIES FOR IMPRAING TEACHER Q1,,JESTIOgs
,

IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CkASSROOM,

Coordinators: Michael Evans; Rosemary Benya
4 *, ,I

I

. 40, ......

, Questions are an integrai part.pf-classroom teaching. Only recently, however,

have questions and qdest4oning behaviors bseen clOsely ekamined. Current questioning

reSearch indicates that many teachers do not construct oruse ques.ttions as effec-,

e7otively as t4ey,could. Resdlts.of this research suggest two areas for improvement:

'tfirst, teachers do not always-construct questrons pat encoOrage stuolents,to express
their knowledge, of subje'ct'matter cheatively and cdmplOtely; second,the techniques

,-invoiVed in ptesenting questions do not Always'lead to maximar,stuet.g.nt perf9rmance.

Gaining a knowledge' of the type's of questions is one of the fiit 'essential'
steps for helPing the class99om teacher begotrie a better questioner.- According to
:Cunninghim .0971) quelstions can be divided intotwu main tategories:-.RArrow and

broad. A
- Narrow questijons are those that call for short, factual.answers: The responses

to these questions are predictable, i.e., the .teacher knows what the answers will

be. .Naxrow questions are used in'order to help students collect information; verify
their ideas. about what they are learning; review previously studied mat9rial; iden-
.tify persons, places, things, or ideas; aticinote relationships.

Broad questions require higher levels of,,,,thinkinA on the,part
A wider variety of responses are acceptable, and these resebnses ar
table. Broad questions'are used in order tolencourage student to

predict, make inferences, express opinion§, make judgmen'ts, and deal
The category of narrow.questions can be broken down 'further into

Memory,and .convergent questilons. Cognitive-memory questions are those
the pergiph responding to reproduce4from memory facte, definitions, or o

f the studIrtts.
not predic-
ypothesize,
ith feelings.
gnitive-
hat reqUire
er infor-
togetller

lain-rela-

t"
4

matiod., Convergent questions.ca
and construct an answer; he pe

tionships., or to compare a

for the person reg'pondit* to put fact
on responding may be asked\to state.or e

ntradt. There is usually 46Wbestt or "rig
answer to a cognitive-memory or a convergent ques"tIon.

Broad questibns can.be categorized as divergent ocevaluative. They ar9

thought-provoking questions that el
kit

more than one acceptable response. Th se

questions allow the stu irdents to be iginal and creative in the answers.
Divergent questions are used to get the students to predict, hypothesize, and ma

inferences. This type of question is more likely to lead to the developing of
insights and apprecidiions of the subject matter. Evaluative questions require the
highest level of thittking oh the part of the students; they inyolve the use of the
cognitive operations-Trom all.three of the other levels. Evaluative questions',

encouiage the students to make a value jUdgment about a situation, to defend a posi-
tion, or to examine their values.

,

Cunningham (1977) also.ptates that' there are four questfonin techniques that
help teachers ,imiirove students' responses to any level of question asked: (1)

Pausing after asking a question, or giving students three to five seconds before
r
calling bn anyone to respondkAives students'time to formulate an answer. (2)

kompting, or encouragingvstudents to add to or expand on the answers they have,
given, promotes mdre complete answers. Ths "Irdon'tr.know" response can be countered

by asking'the student questions at levels lower than that of the original question..
Tt),, Clarifying,.or calling the students' attention to the correct portions of their

gesponses and.therrequesting that they modify the incorrec(portion, helps students
formulate gorrect, more complete answers. (4) Redirecting; or calling on'other atu-
dedts.to add to or respond differently to dne question, gives the students the
message that what the av to say. is important. A higher level question that has

many poadible answer lends tself nicely to this strategy.

11



' In the courSe -of the'actual:present4t1on, in.additiop to discussin the types of

questions .aId sPecifie strategieS noted above'the speakers give exam es for use in

the specific COntext of the foreigniangUage class. ;

'7A'Rottemary A. enya, Humanities Educetiono(and, L. Michael. E ans, Dept. bf)'

* English, Ohio State-Univ., Columbus 43210t
,

Reflikences-
. .

.Cunningham; -Roger T. 1971. Deyeiopfng question-asking skills. In Developing

teacher competencies.. Edited by JaMes. E. Weigand. Engiewood Cliff6, NJ:/ .

),. 197,7. QuestIoning.behavior, ot hew'arj you at P.R.? In Implementing

Cteacher competencies. _Eafted by:James.E. Weigand. Ehglewood Cliffs,

; .

HOW TO MOTIVATE STUDENTS,TO CONTINUE FOREIGN l.ANG7GE STUDY

Chairperson: Serge AinSa, Yavapai College
Speakers: Emela J. Myers; Hugh.E. McGuigan'

-' This presentation includes. discdSsion Of processes
student-perceived motivatOrs, methods of verifying the
and simple data analysis, and application to currIculu

in identifying teacher- and
e,through student inventory,

development.
A motivation inventory was written ior Ihe Minnesota State bepartthent of

,Education in.1973-74 to find out why students enroll in a.second-language class.
_Tbe Foreign Language Enrollment Motivati.on Inv(int6q (FLEMI).,'an expanded Version of
this instrument, consists of 127 items forming/15 subscales showing influences on
students' decisions to continue.language stud)v: .(1) Family, (2) Father, ()) Mother,

(4) Sibling,.(5) Interest, (6) Peer, (7) Faculty,: (8) Class, (9) Speaking, (10)
Reading, '(11) Music, (12) Travel, (13) Others; (14) EducationaI requirement, (15)
Future job. et

Results are presented by subscale for a sampling of 400 secondary students-in
second year,language study of t'rench, German, or Span'ish in a Minneapolis suburb.
In addition; students grouped by age, language, and continuation,are compared scrods

subscales. Subscale scores are examinedto'illustrate components of motivation
A '

influencing these studentS..
Further analysis of the data collected supports the contention that students are

'influenced to continue second language study as much on the basis of'their oWn sue- °

cessful experiences in second language study, which they reveal as the meeting of
their needs and expectations, as tho are by external factors. Teachers, parents,

and especially textbook writers must begin to accept students at their 1evel of
language knowledge and language use.

A Cloze demonstrAtion is given as an example of assessinefrustrational levels
in reading college\German. Sample 5-diinuteiCloze tests are attempted by workshop
participants in"order to familiarize everyone witA the nature of Cloze tasks. A

rief description is given on how Cloze Zests based on literary texts are
constructed and scored. ,The reiaainder of the presentation focusesten how Cloze
sores tan be interpreted th:Iderite identify the types of literary texts thAt pro-

duce friistrstion in the resds0.- 1'f frustrating texts can be identified and avoided,

the chances tlf motilvating,stOents to read will be increased.
Two ways of in;erpre4ng/Cleze,scores are presented.. Finst, the practfCal use

of "rough rulers" of text::Officulty, constructed from Cloze test results, is
demonstrated, that is, howCloze scores obtained in the classroom can be interpreted
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by,:coltiparison withOloze-scores on tlk "rough ruler#' Second, a method is presented
_.

.

for interpreting exact word- Clóza seis in terms' of "frustrational,"
"instiuclOional7 and "liberated' rea ng eVels. Examples are used lhat show how;

1 well undergraduate studeAs of Ge .at various levels of instructi6n.read litera-,
. .,

ture of varying,levels,of difficu ty.' . ,, -

, 'Assessments of the reading aifficulty leliels of literality texts based on the:,

readers' actual performances with respect-to these texs make far more senge than
predictix: readability formlas or instructors' judgments, and minidize the'chances .Q

. .

.of chooging literature that would.trustrate tn4 e
.

.rea4ers.
.

Inventoqes of student attitudes and perlormance 'such A-these provide rational
cfiteria for,ehoosing instructional materials in second language -courses. t

--Pacrla J. Myers-and.'Hugh E. McGuigan; Colaege of Baucation, 130 Peik

.
ot

Hall,-Univ. of.Minneslta, -Minneapolir 55455 .
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USING _GAMES OBJECTIVELY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE
t , IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

Chairperson: Colette V. Michael, Northern Illinois Univ.
.Speaker: Alice C. Omaggia

,

. #

This session presents some of t he. materials available for gamgs andusimaatiorl,
activities in the foreign language cfassroöm an oeg.anizes theffi in terms of'their

usefulness for reaching apecific instructional bjectittes. Language games have long
been considered by manyNeducators as petipheral to-the "real" curFiculum, used.occa:
sionally to supplement the "'Serious" I.:Instruction that takes place in the classr00%

vide.Aot only a pleasa t and engaging alternative to drillwori, but.alsd a meanijiv
This pregentation'show hoW games, if used'purposefully and intelligently, can pro-

ful context in which-real communication and authentia conversational exchanges can
.

.be encouraged.- , 4
. .

Each game, drawn from a compilation of about 200 activities, Ihas-been analyzed
to determine its particular objective and contribution in ianguage skills develop-
meta and has been integrated into'a -simplified taxondmic structure, of language-,
'learning tasks. The tasks ptogress from 'Simple to.complex: the first half of the
compilation includes games that are designed to strengthen students' command of

.disccete linguittic fea'tures of ihe second 4anguage; the SeCon'd half includes games
that require mote d'omplex commuwiC3tive ciperations.

. e .

The ttaxonomy of objectives For, the development of language Isklills is presented

as a means of focusing upon the types of competendiss that can be developed through
the use of a particular gaMe or.set of games. The schema consists of two major
parts: "Knowledge of SpeOfice and::DeVelopment of Communication Skills." The

first classification comprises:knowl.eage,of specific facts about a country or its
culture and knowledge of di4Crete lirigilistic features of,the foreign language.- The
latter category-includes eammitical forms and-9yntactic structures. "Development ,:

of Communication.Skills" includes comprehension shown by a physical response or by
verbal identtfication Of a describq object, and meaningful production of an'origi-
nA communication in the foreign language. This last category ig subdivided.-int6
creatiop of simplemessages, Construction.of more complex messages, arid creation of
several simple orboee complex messages Of student§ working together to solve a

problem.' -
. . .

Sample games are descrtbed within each .of the levels of the taxonomY to
illustrate how such activities can be used to accomplish specific.instructional
objedtives. Games descrfted .in the,first section, "Knowledge of Specifics," focus
primarily on mastery of language forms. Such actWties can be substituted for

, .
.

e
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,textbook driAls and eircises to reinforce!discrete srammae points or to review and
increase vOcabulacy.- Those in the seCtIon'entitled "Development of Communicapion.
Skills," which focus primarily on the meaning of the 6essage communicapeck, encourage

students!to 'develop ,successful communication techniques in the foreign language.
Many of the games described have been created by classroom teachers; other's have
been produced commeroially or have appeared 'in commercial publications and language,
textbooks. All the.gamts in this presentation have been chosen,to illustrate how,
such,activities tan be used objectively and succegsfully with language learners for
specific purposes. Through the use of these and other games, the foreign language
teacher can !help students move from manipulative practice towards more communicativei
language use as their skills develop.'

/

All the games desceibed in the presentation, as well as a discus§ion of the

takonomy and an r-lotated Iist.of additional-resources are available in;a .

publication that can be obtaindid,from the TRIG Clearinghouse0r Ltinguages and
inguistics, and,throush the ERIC system [see.#13 !JD Language in'Edudetio'h list]. '

--Al ce C. Oirlaggio, Dept.
1

. of Modern and Classical Languages, Univ. of New

li

M ico, ILbuquerque 87131 i *
%

MOTIVATING WITH MEDIA: THE USE *OF VIDEO 'AT THE ELEMENTARY

AND INTERMEDIATE LEVELS IN HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

Chairperson: Guessler Normand
Speakers: Guessler Normand; Krueger Normand, Germantown High School, Philadelphia !

Among the nuivrous problems teachers of foreign languagep face, student motiva-j-!

tion.seems to be one of the most serious. 'How to get studerfts interested in
learning, nd sustain that,interest, is a major pedagogical task and oni that is h !

dominant t eme at prefessional T,etins and in professional...journals.- In,an effort

f to deal th that problem, foreign language teacherb.are turnihg increasingly to the
use of some form of media. Of phese, .the.videotaue recorder (VTR1 and Ty monitor
seem to.offer the greatest potential, Oven the sookund-and-imase orientation of

today's stddent. Indeed, more than any other fo4in of media, the VTR has the poten-
tial for incorporating the factors that stimulate, enhance, and improve student ,

motivation. Among those factors are (1) a strong appeal to the student's visual and
auditdry otientation, (2) a strong emotional impact on the participants, (3) the .

,oppbrtunity for instant self-analysis, and (4) meaningful realism through simulated
' situations. '41

'Chia-discussion focuses on techniques and strategies used at the high school and
college ldvels to motivate student interest and.participatton, and includes A
description of the organiation and implementation of classroom activities involving
die use of video at the elementary and intermediat levels in French and Spanish;
Participants view video segments and have an opportunity for discussion. There are

also handouts.
--Guessler ,Normand, Dept. of ForeiAn Languages, The Univ. of Toledo,
Toledo, OH 43606

LA TRADUCTION: INSTRUMENT D'ENSEIGNEMENT DU FRANCAIS

4 AUX NIVEAUX AVANCES
/I

. i
'.. ,

-dhairperson: ied M. Jenkins
. .

Speakers: Andre Boudreau, Universite Laval; Danielle Chavy Cooper, Monterey Inst.
iof Iniernational Studies; Fred M. enttns; Davia G. Reed, McGill Univ.

14
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While.disagreement will .undOubtedly sentinue.for a long time ovef what consti-

\
tutes the "best." teaching-method at elementary and intermediate levels of instruc-,.
tion,.teachers seem to pay little'attentTon to methods or language instruCtion (as-
opposed-to instruction in liteeature and culture) at the more advanced levels, e.g.,
fourth year high school, third and fourth year college/university. Lacking speci-
fic.guidance,' r perhaps simply reflecting the way they themselves learned the
language, Many teachers have for years resorted to,straight translation,(French to'
Enklish, English to French) and have been.pleasantly s4rprised by.how challenging
and rewaqing an exerCtse this can be for themselves and fortheir students.

The purpose of this' AATF. session is to bring together,a small group of experts.
closely involved with thiss method of teaching Fr.ench-"partichlarly from French-
speaking' Canadd, where the tealities of the bilingual situation make thb .golution of
methodologiCal problems an everyday imperative. Our primary aim is to avoid
possible errors on the part Of teachers new tO this kind of.instrUction os, on the'

Jpart of those who wishto experiment with translation as ajanguage-learnink tech7
ni,que.

.,Some of the questions traditionally,raised'are the fol.lowing: (1) What kinds of
materials should.be selected--should they be. general, par,cular,'and/or
in nature? Can one spccessfurly mix eypes,'even thoug.this may medn,rapid changes
in level of difficulty? If technical in nature, hoW wide-ranging.in subjeCt matter
may 5hey. be without risking a loss of interestpn the part.of the airerage advanced
level stUdent? Is it possible to atteMpt succeSSfully the translation of literature
at this level, given the highly complex issue of stylistics? (2) What are the best
teaching.aidS available at present.for this type of activity (grammars and clic-,

tionaries, in Particular)?. Is it Tgorthwhile to have'students eead fairly technical
explanations.of trans1:4tion.theory Vinay and Darbeinet's Stylistique comparee
du francais et de l'anglais) before; after, or dUring their practital 'work? Is it

realistic forthe'teacher to discusS'samples of translatiori with no-regard to
theory? Is there-any value in presenting students wittCready-made professional
translations (e.g., thie biTingual editions of short stories in,the Pocket Book .

series), 'so that they maygeneraliie from a serieS of specific, authentic examplJbs?
(3) What are some of the most common areas.of interference encountered by students
a,t this level (assuming, datutally, a rather,f4rm grasp of French-to begin- with)?.-

Does interference stem primarily from (a).laCk)of adequate vocabulary in French?
(b) insufficient control of French synta4?"(c) misunderstanding of cultural facts:.
on either the French or Anglo side? (4)1What is a good mix between Prench to
Ensligh-and tnglish to French translATion?

We hope to make,advanced level teachers aware that translation is a respectable
and necessary tool for.insuring that seudents make.,significant prog4es§An written
French. AudiOlingual communicative competence, althougha lauab1.4' aim in.ieself,.
is not neZessarily the most petmanent benefit of language t'sudy,

--Fred M. Jenkins, Dept. of French, Univ."of
1
in

)0

is, Uitaaa 61$01
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THE DIALOGUE CLASS'N, RE ALL III IT TOMETHER .

. ,

Chairperson: "Miriam S.-Balmut-h)Tufs v. .,
.4

Speakers: Z. Philip Ambeose;.ffl, lam S. muth; 'dole p. Ilfillps; Marie Cleary;
Gilbert Lawall;.larieIlichael

,

.-
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,
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:
CLNSSICS. PROCRAMS. 'T4 ELEMENTARY SCH9OLS,- .

During the pastjwo decades, a trmnd to136.d,introductng'classics at the elemen-

tary school level ha'S been gaining moMentum ih the U.S. Abrief history-of 4lemen-
..
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fary schooLLatin in this countr5i' is found-in John Latimer's The'New Case for Latin ,

------ -,---- ---,-----

and the C1aisic6 (1973). Major programs haVe been put into operation in the cities
. .

of Washington, D.C.; Philadelphiak Indianapolis.; and Log Angeles. In thVS presen-

.
tation the word "major"-is/used o refer to a program th'.at,begihs Within a school

system as a 4latural outgrowth of Work.undertaken by foreign language specialigts
already empl'Oyed ,by the system. }This type of program has, a good.chance fdr lasting
Success.. By contraSt, a.program tht has been grafted, by an outside agency such.as
a universiey,.onto a school system without its.own foreihn language director--which
is true imthe case of the Boston schools, for example---iis.negil.as likely to obtain

Junding fromthe sehool administration. , $
,

,The four'programg. mentioned'above.rbeseMble eaich other in the following Addi-

tionar ways: (I). emt.hasis.on Latin'as an aid.in acquiring basic language :skalq,

(2) a-strong evalftatiorviand. testing. component, and. (3) backing by federal Agencies
. ,

as Vell'as sUpput ftom within the schoql system'. the materials used in the' ,,

,
Ihdianapolis and-Los Ahgeles mograms Are based'on those first developed in. ,:. .

Philadelphia. However, the-rndianapolts copmittee idapted these according to SPe----1

cial needs of students,'issuingpheir own Set,of materiats'specifically geared to a
liberal use- of the overhead projector. ,Thelos Angelqs-com&ittee added Hispanic

..elements tO Che.Philadelphia materials to accommodate the local population,of
Spanish-Speaking pupils. terials from the Washington,. D.C..program are stin-

t' avairable,although the program is not in operation at present,
There have bedi other programs legs well known-than those mentioned above,

includiug the ones sponsored by the Department of.Classics at th University .of .
Massachusetts at Amherst, a record of which is preserved in issues of the New Enr

land Classical Newsletter, 1973-1976. Arrthese efforts have elements in common:

1 (1) a liveliness of Approach, (2) itinerant classics specialists,. (3) austerity of

format, and (4) identification with culturally and/or economically deprived Pupils.

These commohelements are reminiscent of qualities of the medieval mendicant orders,

another example *innovative groups bringing a fresh impetus to a traditional orga-
bization. .

. Vari us
,

conclusions may be drawn and,suggestions may be made at the end of

nearly decades of ferment in the field of classics fp the element,ary school.
Rudolj1i Masciantonio,in his doctoral dissertation, A Description of Latin Programs?

Grade 4-6 in Selected Public Schools in PhiladelphiaWashington, D.C. and Los*.
AngeleS, states that one impkication,of his findings is that Schooradministrators
should consider elementary school Latin As a valuable tool in the upgrading of

English language arts performance. He also urges that research in the field of ele-

mehtary Latin/cla Sics continue.
.

.

Judith LeBovi in her handbook The Teaching of tatin in the Elementary School

[availAle throu h the ERIC system, ED 086 002], stresses flexibility in reviewing
credentials wherI hiring personnel in these programs,- and getting away from hidebound

categories. Sh also advises that the theatrical eleMent be nurtured in presenting

and teaching such programs.
- The programs I have mentioned offer cultural background as well as aids in
language learning, but put the primary.stress on the acquisition of basic skills.

rt7:Phis goal of:teaching pupils basic language skills' through Latin is pe uasive and

may be the only one acceptable to schoqf administrations at :presentl wh n con- '

sidering a new Latin-based program. However, the benefits of study of classical

heritage, which are less immediately appareAt (namely, the enrichment of students'

aesthetic and intellectual lives) might be the main goals iwan effort different
,

from,.the programs just described--the creation by classicists of shol't teaching

/ units to.be taught as part of.regUlar curriculum; English, or social studies. 7A

'Look at Lfitin,"-an example of this approach, is described in the February 1979'issue
s

of the;N
.

ECN.
.

, --Marie Cleary, School of-Education, Tniv. of Massachusetts, Amherst 01003
.4,4'
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. 'Latin feilr.:'Ehglish is the name given to a course designed for frethman and sopho-
. r

more tigh school students whase reading competeficy it below grade-level. It origi-
nated as a result of the difficulty encountered. by such students when'they attemgtel
to folloi4 first year Latin courses. When I had examined the FLES. Latin Trograms
from'Indianapolis and Philadelphia and had read in various reports About the.signi-...
ficant success of these programs, aS well as of the program developed in.Washington,
D.C., it seemed to me that there was material'at hand that was on the reading level

. .

of these students and.that.might-well:be adapted and augMented for use in the)secon-,

daty school,' I gathered together units'add subittstionSt from a number of sources and
4 1 .tried to accumulate as many different ways as-tossible of presenttng the material.

,One of the 11-lief factors motivating,the ptudents is the move..Appm Latin, aulti10,-/
is new and hencel intesting to them, to.English, which they have all'too.often . .. .

written off as a.prennial bore. Another-AI'Mportant element iS the 'reinfotcement o
learning through as many'senses as possible.. Finally, variety in' methodaf pres

. t
r-'-1 .tation and drill is esgential. --------

Subject matter for units centers a6und a number.of topict. dealing wit* ROman
.

N

life and Cult*e.: In each ulit a.few.Latin words:,are introdUcediand learne4. in'
1

.

their simplest faxms. From ach Latin. word, .Engliah derivatives are drawn. 'Their

definitions are looked up,-their,:spelfing s mastered,.and dOmprehnsion of their
use is demonstrated in origina sentences"stories. Filmstrips, tapes, and ,-..
tranSparencies'aid in presentation of mithology and Roman life,..while group
discussion4 provide.for sharing Of ideas,. A felasible amount of outside reading is
suggested. Students in this claS share with othp Latin students such'enrichment
activities as the Latin Council and the Roman banquet. f

Benefits to the students are evidenced in .their new-found cOnfidence'that they

.
are capable ot learning, in the gradual increase of their Eng1is,t,, vocabulary, in
their attention to English usage, in the improvement of their spe ling and .

.. .
.

pronunciation, and in their satisfaction when they succeed in f quent quizzes and
tests. It is hoped'that post-testp in.reading comprehension and language skills
will relieal increased competency in these areas. .

*suCh a .course affirms that Ldtin has something'for-every student, from the aca-

demically gifted, to the inapt andlor reluctant learner. ..

--Sister Marie Michael, South Catholic High School, Hartford, CT 06114

kl

COOPERATION. BETWEEN THE HIGH SCHOOLS AND CO EGES
4

The unity of spirit within the Classical Association of ew England is a model
for cooperation between the high schools and colleges.

, Modest cooperation of this
kind already exists.between Vermont's 55 to.60 secondary school and approximately 15
college teachers qf classics. The Vermon't ClasSical-Language Astociation (VCLA), a
sister of the,Verhont Foreign Language Aseociation pfFLA), representS'the efforts of
this group. s accomplishments include

*An annual meeting.

'Telephone trouble7shopting

"Enaftment by the State Board of Education of guidelineb for the certification
of teachers of ancient languages

'Traveling kits of materials (maps, books,,artifacts, museum reprodsctions,
filmstrfps, etc.) of Greek and Roman'culture (mythology, army life,'Caesar,

'S

17
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'Cio, Virgil, EtruscaAs inter al.). TheSe kits, paid tor by the State!

D partment of Education and on.deposit at the UVM Department of Classics, may bp
borrowed Tot two weeks by any SChool ih the state;

(
*Purchase Of the film AtaattisJor rent to the schools

'Summer institutes for the reacEreditation of Latin teachers.
1

47

*An anntalVerment Latin Day at UVM. .4.

?

*A modest/Increase in the number of
been added to at qeast-fthree school

influential school.), .*

--Z. Phillip Ambrose, Dep 'f

05405'a

1 t

secondary school, Latitistudents. (Latin has
s, and deletion of Latin was prevented at one

Classic:6, The Univ. of Vermont, Burlington'

-CLASSICS AND THE-UNDERGRAAATE SCIENCE.MAJOR

.

Ii5, theendrof the 12th century, the-comprehensive Abmaln of literature was well '

on the way to being truncated, as' various sciences 'and technical disciplines became

generally incomprehenstble to the literatp:and educated lityman.., The resulting
dichotomy'in our culture today, which oppoges science to the humanities and the

arEs, was inevitable. Its pervasive impadt is mattifested by a large segment of our

present'undergraduate popnlitionthe science majors. The rigorous, specialized, .

competitive program of science courses, ich the science majors undertake with tbeOh

emphasis on high scholas i achie4rerit, milit.ates against the use Of any,idiom.

other than that/which incorporates the scienttfic o.ut+ook. The humanities courses,

.

whether required or'electtd, are the sAlvattop bf these'st Oents--indeed often .

.tTr-csole opportunity to cross, e cultural gap before -their commitment to strictly.

scierfce-:oriented pro ms of gradu te study or,medical training.' .0f the humanities,

,classiCs has and con nues' satts y the Interests of d diversiflvd undergraduate
,

populatkon. .However, my experience in-tpaChing(classks courses peedominantlIr com-

poged.of science majors has cony nced pe noconfy of thp importance of this par-.
ticular grouP fot the future str ngth of classisp programs( but:also of tge'need:to

orient our objective4 to insure he encourageNAt of these students. .
.

Science majors essenti4ly a.eat theictossing of the culeuial_gap. The,intellg.a-

tual dimension, which they fear, both attracts by.its emotional and imaginative :-

appeal and repets.by its "non7eechnicar unfamiliarity. ThiS-'feai is easily atte7.---

nuated in classics, but often ignored.,!becaUse f!.4,e, as teachers of classrcs, are pro-, .

ducts of specialized ta r in ng An ari a"rea of 0,06 humanitie4 that doep not,conditiOn

PC-'
us to anttripateric nce n4jors as.our prospective students. ,C)ur ingensitivity to

their particular concerns isito be expected.
,

.

The science major needs to realize that, as in kiende, the study of dlassics in
general requires Systematid'investigation-and disciplined thinking; th4t classic's

courses also "pake use of evidence and seek to understand its lature and

lrelitations; to assess, interpret, relate and use it both to form and to test

hypotbeses."1. What isrequired of us is not a burdensome tiskmerely more empha,
sis on these shared faceAs of methodolOgy. Sciehce majOrs easily and readily relate
to thIs perspective, which proviOes themyith a continuing motivation to apply them-'

selves. *The resulting impact of.their contribution to the classics course'is gra-t

tifying. With agreater sense of competence across the cultural gap, they not oaDy,
stimulate the exchame of ideas and thoughts but also interpret the topics involved

with a clarity that Often escapes the non-scienCe student. We Must remember that

effective intellectual gDowtq is achieved when the class.as a whole can freely

18
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,michange thoughts and bieas, inferpreting'and mo.iffiLng them in the pmcess; thb
science majors are,important-mialysta in effectin this groWth.- :Indeed, we Cannot
ignore the 'fact th t today.it is4 frequent1.1, the s ienCe major who writes the. best

extim upon completi n of a classics,coutse. We cannot ignore the'fact that the
double major in science and,elassiCW ls fast becoming A coamn phenomenon.

The.objecfives of the classics teacher have recently been well. articulated is
A

follows:
.

'.Yrie teacber'ef.classrcS wants hiseupils to co.me int.:). contact with

achievements of great human significance, like tha poems of Homer, the
. cOncept if democracy in Athens, Or the architecture of1Rme, because.of
the,enrichment that.they can bring to their experience;/he wants them to
grapple wieh the problems of'unvlerstanding a culture very.different troth
their own both in its exp-r'easodikviews and attitudes and also in its
underlying assumptions and- beliefs;.he wants thm to recognis
ficance of the cultures of Greece and Rome for their'own Euro
inheritance; he wants them if possible to gain mastery in one.or-both o
tne classical languages as a means of achieving alltheloregoingt a

,

deeper level than can be achieved through. the use of translations.2
/

The realization of these objeCtives,-however, depends on the continued influx
into the classict of students who can respond.and contribute to the growth Of our
undergraduate programs. Accordingly, we.must,not overlook aft partitular qualifica-
tions and presence of undergra44ate science 'majors.

.--Joanne R. Phillips', Dept, of Classics, Tufts.Univ., Medford, MA 02156
*.r

1Cited in material reprinted from 'Gurriculum 11-16: Working Papers _by 11M
Inspctorate:.A Contributioltlo Current'Debatt (1977) in the New.England Classical,
Newsletter 6 (1979), 17.

2 C1ss1cs Ln Comprehensive Schools: A Discussion Paper by Some.Members of Her
Majesty g Jnspectorate of Schools (1977),,3..

FACILITATING THE DIALOGUE THROUGH.THE

-AMERICAN CLASSICAL LE'AGUE.

The American Classical League helps facilitaithe "Dialogue 1.n Classics" by itg
very nature as a "league" with Membrs-from both,ht'schools and the colleges. The

AQL Council brings together representatiyes of natianar, regional, stateand,local
.clässical associations: The'ACL Directory.of ClaSsical-Organizations keeps LIS '

informed of who we are and what we are doing as.a profession, and thj ACL Report
keeps other.organizatioA informe'd of what the AGLis doing.- Numerous ACL commit-
tees bring toOher members- at all levels of our profession, from college-professors
to high schOol.students, 'in-Various activities and projects,

Tht Classical Outlook and the'new Alfterican Classical League NeWsletter provide
channels of cOmMunicatiOn to keep members of,our profession up 'to date on new ideas
and developments, to let school teachers knoW what ig happening,in the colleges.and
universities,'and to keep college and university professors informed:of. what is hap-
pening in the schools.

The- League has organized meetings of officers of.classical associations in'con-
-junction with the annual meeting of the American Philological Association, and it -

has established a National CoordLeating Office for the'PrOmotio0 of Latin,in they.
Schools and a National Gommittee for this same 5-urpose. Through our placeMent s

19
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vices4or Latin Ceachers, we are binTfiing tO reach into the-offices'of'school

iastrators'throughout the country. W are increasingly involved inidialogu with

ther publics as well, such as the various nationa.1,-seate, andlocal mo.-rn foreign

nguage associations and tl federal govtrnment.
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The- dialoguebotN within/our profesSion, and between' oar *ofe
pdbt4s, is elively Ancl. vigorOus.one that can involve'all of

many ways.
Lawall, Dept. of V.assics, Univ. o
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9, ,TEACHER.COMPETENCIES AN

iod and.other
at many levels and

ssachusette, Amherst 01003

RTIFICATION IN FLORI1)A

Chairperson: .Tlavid W. Gurney U . of Central Florida a
. - .

'Speakers: Ernest A.-Freche Arnhilda.Gonzalez-Quevedo,41orida InternatiOnal '

Univ. ,
''. . I
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In.1975-76 the Ylorlda Council on Teacher Edus.stion (COTE), a statutory advisory,

body appointed by the State.Board of EdUcators, designed and completed a study to
.4.identify the minimUm essential teacher competencies that would- form the general

basis for certification.. Twenty-three.competencies mere established. The"next step

was to identify competencies unique to.each subje6t matiper ara: .

, . .
.

COTE established guidelines for the-sake of uniformity (each Spcialilation was
to intiUde a rationale, target group, data collection' instruments, data analysis,

repoming procedures, "and recommeedations) 'a4mandated:the makimulm j.nvolVement of

teachers 'and other professional educators at 311.1evelsc as .(4ell..as that Of educa-

tibnal and professia41 organizations. . -
.

.

The Commissioner of Education named the Florida Foreign Language Association as

the.representative for all language roups te.wark in close cooperation with he
Department of Education. Statewide committees studied and debated foreig(1 language,

,ESL; and bilingual,competencies. By August 1976 the Flori4.F6reignlanguage
Aspociat'ion Newsletter publi§hed a preliminary set of cOmpetencieso requesting com-

ments and suggestions. The competencies were tben reviewed, refined, and presented

to COTE along with (Air study design.for review.' Minor changes were recommended)._

mainly in,the final fnsvument.to be used in the collection of data. ReviSions were
.

made And approved. The instrument was important since it was to be tilt tool used to
. .

,
determApe the degree:of acceptance of anl one competency by the profession. ..
Therefoke, careful wording and acceptable techniques were NcesSary.

To further strengthen our instrument and, to determine the potential acceptance

,of the competencies, we pilot-tested them in three Florida countles., The results

Were favOrable enough for us to administer a statewide sampling. The results of the

sampling.indicated plat the triterion for the acceptance of a competency, as set by
COTE, could rult be achieved in a large number of caseS; thistwas.also found to apply

to other.subject matter areas. An FFLA.corittee studied the matter ând,recommended.:-

a lowering of the criterion for,acceptance*"and COTE agreed.. Final recommendations

4 were made to COTE. .If accepted and approved, the competencies will then become

parttof state policy for certification.. . _
1

A.select committee studied the matter of competency evaluatidn. The consensus
. was'thAtpeach applicant for certification would-have to take a three-part examinaT

tion-: participation in an RSI-type interview, presentation of a teachink lesson,
and answering essay and mgltiple-choice questions. .

__pother committee analyzed 'each competency todetermine which college/univerdit;

c urse offerings might helpstudents acquire the competencies necessary for certifi-

ca ion. . o ,

,
MeanwhAe, COTE came up with 127 subskill,s for- the generic competencies, which

created aesubstantial degree of duplication and overlap between studies. .:,Several

.e.
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meettngs.were held, but in April 1979, COTE considered the probleins'andq.asues
,

affecting the specializattou studies and deliberated on whether4thecohpeiencies
should'be incorporated into state beard rules or simply.be disttibuted.on an infor-

..mational basiS to ..teacher-training institutions.. At qiis :wrtting all.work on the"
subject matter teachet cfimpetehcy. studies is at a halt' unCil furCher direction
.given by. COTE.

estA. Frechette,.Dept of Foreign LangUage Eaucatien, Florida State'
niv.,TallahasSee 32306

. : U..$ MULTI-ETHNIC.LITERATDRE AND THE LANGUAGE TEACHER .

J
Chairpéison: John C. Miller ' -,.-

.

,
.44

Speakers: Eniko Molnar Base,Library of Congress Rob4rt DiPieUro;.A.Jniv.ekqf

Delaware;. Walter Lichtenstein, Un 11,..ofMaine; _John C. liller
.

. . .

4

Recent analysis of AmeriCan culture has rejectea'afe generalized amalgamation
kheory of the diverse groups that form the nation. CuLtural pluralityand diversity
haye replaced the world of the "melting pot";.socioloalliks now consider our national
identity as more of a stew in which-the. individual ingnaients maintain their',
distinctive flavors. Fer more than 400 years .there has been a steady.flow
cultures into the United States; some have been absorbed;, some have remained
SeParate; most have changed in some way, American ethnic language and literature
arIL interactional at home and international in their tieS with the original
homelands.

Traditionally, foreign language teachers have focused oil Europe, although in

, more recent ydts, Eastern European, Asian,.Latin American, and African writings are
the sources of classroom teaching materials. The presentations that ,the panelists
will deliver focus on writings and language relating to the ethnic experience in the -

United States.
Eniko Molnar Basa, a comparative literatmee specialist and lecturer at,pood

College, presents multicultural resources for both t4Achers and librarians. Her

experience as a librarian, English prOfessor, and European scholar permit a thorough
exposition of materials appropriate for the often neglected student of Eastern
European origins.

Italo-American culture.has maintained a.strong connection with the Continent
through the Church, civic organizations, and the,extended family. Popular Culture--
particularly the niovies--haS distorted the values of a'closely knitethnic,setting.
Robert.DiPietro, who.ge professional orientatiokfocuses oft international ProgramS'of
cross7cultural and interlanguage analyses as well as bilingualism and ethnic group
analysis, will discuss the manner in which language teachers can best.approach eth-
nic cultures of the U.S., particularly-the Italo-Ameolcan phenomenon.

Walter Lichtenstein is.the Director 'of the Wlingual-Brcultural Center, at the
University of Maine atlFort Kent, where the:majority of his students are
Franco-Athericans. His interests in Francophone American literature, culturer'nd

"P.4-
language in New En gland and Louisiana offer ready materials for'classroom
adaptation.

Hispanic culture and 60-mid literatve have many'manifeseation in the United
States, the principal groups,being Chicano, Cuban, and Puerto Rican. Literature is
written in. the Eastern .urban setting, the Mrkmi area; and Terticularly theoughout
the Midwest and Southwest, the spiritual naion of Aztlen. Classroom materials are
available in.language, literatur'e, civilization, and the.arts: John C. Miller 's -

teaches Hispanic,literature of the U.S. to intermediate andadvanced language
students. He also works.with bilingual-bicultural migrant elementary students.-

1.
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The folepan,,lists-have'es their o0eaive 4A)resentation to claasroom.teachers

p!. of the philosoph*, ap wall as 'the niaterials, needed to incorporftee ihe.mu4i7ethniC.
Openaionfof the. languageg -and literda.tures,of the U.S. into,the clasarO6m...-41 addi-
tnn to the-.0*.langUage-groups mentdioried, syllabi and. 6ther materl.als fur numerous
ther eenit gtoups ax,e yade 'available in .this.session sponsored by-HEWS

thnic Literaturea in the.U.S.). Unity ift diversity is ttie Amerjcan ethnic

experiencb. Language teachera w,ho 'attend this"seesion will be able to focus more..

..11fullY on thecultural influencea of fhpir students' and,the nal4on's'origins.on the
classroom.environmenti' . '

--John ch-. Miter, bettystearg College, Gettysburg, PA 17321
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FRIBAY AFTERNOON, VEMBER 23

TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGt COMPOSITION: 'A STUDENT-GENERATED

, TEXT-EDITING APPROACH
t

,Chairperson: Claire Gandiani. e
Speaker§: Claire,-GaudianGBernard Shiffman,.Purdue Univ.

a

. _
v.

The. following approach to teaching writrng relies On in-class editini of the
,

compOsItions..thai students produce on a weekly basis. During.these sessions, the-

..
class corrects the grammSr of the htudentscomposItions and practices the production
of increasingly sophisticated and'syntactically complex 'sentences. Students also

learn to produce well-developed paragraphs and to 4tructure paragraphs into
compqpiiions.. Finally, the editing process.sensitizes students to nuances in voca-
bulary choice and offers,wtoSsic 'grounding in tbe elements of prose style.

The objective dT the tourse, clehrl stated to students at`the outset, is to f'

help them to learn the dynamics of good writtrig and to become sensitive to style.
They are to develop the.ability to express their thoughts.coherently, in essentially
eorreciptcand well-dtructured prose. Grammar is studied'syqteniatically and treated

rike ari`indispensable tool to.achieve the course glpal. Thi,s.is not, however, an

,advanced-grammar_course'under a composftion
Student Commitment to constant writing assignments ia French forms the ôre4 ol

the approach. Students,Wfite a compositim,each week, keep.a daily liputn and

rewrite each effort until they achieve's level they and the instrUctAr jude to be

4 IsatisfaCtory. From mid-term on, students write composition' very Other week. On --

alternate weeks, they read a.shori selection from a French. pr se masterpiece., Aftgr
-study.ins this text, they' write a-two-page prose-style anal s in Eriglish,, ant,

attempt to imitate'the author's prose style ino.French c mpOsition of their own
creation. :These one7page pastiche§ in French:coupled with the prose-style analydes.

.in English, adwance itudents' underStanding of the dynamicS of good writing.
The course', is designed for a tliree-sessi6n week. Two are used-for class editing .

of st# udenl compositions and one for a gramciar'review. The process. of'directing

class editing arid sentence-embedding grammar gessioris cs carefully explained.

Rather, than relying,on contrived materials; this approach,centers the'learnipg
eXperience onthe students' personal communication. The'texts Ilre meaningful

.because, the -studecs create them, not becanse textbook writers alim hat they',are.
-.ChomekY maintains hat "any.teaching program must be designed.in/Such a way as to
sive,free'play fo those.c*eative principles diSt humans bring'to the process of

language leaYning." I bave'found that students respond pOsitively to learning from,

their own treative efforts. The evaluations df the course witness.to,thidfact,.as
do,,to some extent, steadily'rising erirollments in French composition since'this

approach was' initiated;
In the course of:the'seMester, studehts write twelve cbmpositions an4, five

p^astrches in French, and,five two-page essays tn Engkish analyzing theprose style
of. masterpieces; Most students re-write each assiAgment.at leastvon4; They also

write and, Where necesSary, re-write abput 40 journal.entrtes.' They work Wa team

4.
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P
editing each other's tests manipulating syntax, reorganizing the structure,of
paragraphs; mastering gra at-rules,. and developing' an- awareness of.style. .They

work,toward improving'th 'clarity and precision of their written-work.
Near the-end ot the course, students are asked to re-read their first.few,com-

.

positions and.to,compare them with their latest works. A brief.class diwcussion.
about'developing levels of competency focuses studtnts' attention on the tangible
results of their effortg. .Student evaluations have shown very high levels of perr
sbnal satisfaction after this course. In fact, a substantival majority of students
perceive marked improvement in their ability to write English as well.as French.

Claire,Gaudiani, Dept. of French, Purdue Univ., West Lafayeete, IN 47907

FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN CONTINUING EDUCATION
1

Chairperson: James W. 4rown, Ball State Univ. ,

Speakers: Emily Spinelli, Univ. of Mic,higan;'Shirley A. Williams

One aspèçt of the shifting'trendg,in edhcation during the past dedade has been
the etergencè. of the conceptoof "life-lông learning" which ,has given rise.to a, '

,multitude.of ractical "mini-courses" for the adult learner. In response to com- -
munity needs,' hort courses in foreign languages ard now,being.taught through high
schools, colleges, and local service.organizatioria.,

As foreign language profeSsionals, we need to-examine carefullY the content and
quality of.the various cOntinuing edncation foreign language courses we may be
called upon to teach. The community's judgment of the value of language'study will
often.be directly linked to the quality of foreign languageinstruction its.adults

,

,exp rience in th6 continuing educatidn'class.
The continuing education illass preseAts rnique challenges and'opportunities. In

'eralr, such classes are pdpulated.by older adutts who A're paying fees to attend.a.
.cour6e that,they hope will help them acquire bmstc langnage skills they expect to
use in fibreign travel. The course designed for rhese students must thus meet
several basic criteria::. (1) it must be taught basically through direct method With
emphasis on oral Work'ahd good pronunciation; (2) it must require little,homework,
for the working adult has littletPme forillout-of-class prepration; (3) It must give
students'a working knOwledge of basic grammatical structure so that tliey wilt be
able to' use new vocabulary.or expressions they learn, during their travel; (4) it
mustteach Practical vocabulary needed 5y travelers. 'Emphasis should be on the
language skills needed tp read signs, deal with airport and custdms officials, etc.-

With careful attention tb,selection of materials, it. is possible to provide
adult students.with a surprisingly adequate command of.a foreign language within the
limited instructional time available in the "mini-course" format. This session
fOcuses on materials and instrudtional;methods that can be.psed to make the most-of
the continuing education student's' foreign'language expeTience. Spanish is the
language of instructir.

--Shirley A. Williams, The Ohio-State Univ.-Lima, 4300 Campus Dr., Lima
450014
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. . bRPOSEFUL LAMOAGE USE: DEAOPING FUNCTIdNAL '

,

. oo 1 (
. ABILITY IN ALL FOUR SKILLS

.

Chairperson: Claire
.

Braclicourt Saint-Leon, qennes4ee Technological Univ.'

Speakers: GabOGustermann; ,June K. Phillips,'Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvanla
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Functional'approaches 6 course desigo have been gaining attention recently
throughout Europe, And this interest.has extended increasingly to pe United'States.
If communication is the goal of lang4age stndy, then learners will neea tb practice
usiag their target languages to function within the cultural setting of the area in
which the ianguage is gspokent Any-communication event, however,.is made up of many,
factors in addition to linguistic forms and structures--e.g., the setting; the'

roles, social levels, and relationships of the patticipants; the topic or topics;
the purposes; the'attitudinal.tones; and the genre. 'The presenters fore.this con- '
ference session define communication ap primarily purposeful interaction, and
demonstrate a procedure for giving learners.purposeful practice in all four skilll

and at,all levelA of study.
Following a brief introduction to functional approaches incourse design, we

discass each.of the skills separately, providing a partial inventory of.purposes for'
eaCh,and demonstrating their application to major points of grammar cbmmonly.taught ,
in French, German, and Spanish. Since (he oral skills ere generally compleMentary
(e.g., giving and receiving information oeinstructions), their listeof parposes
will overlap subsCantially. While the potential purposes of oral language might be
infinite in number, they are limited here to those most commofffunctions for which
formal and informat'styles may be ,used; no attempt is made to include)technical or
intimate uses. ..The inventories foi listening and speaking wili nevertheless contain
about 100 entries, from which teachers,will need to choose those that are the most

common and essentiat. 'The next step/ts to analyze the purpses po as ta identifY,
the linguistis items needed to carry,them,oat.:These can then be matched to-the
materialkbeing studied in c,laPs.' Examples ofl major,grammar points will'be-matched

with their purposes,of.language u4e, and sa4le.learning activities will be out-
lined. .

While the skills'of reading and writing also overlap in many instaneeP-; they are

quite different in others When one considers the'purpose of ihe languake activity.
For 'example, reading often involves abbreviated sentences or even single words When
the purpose is to follow.directions. Many of the grammar.topics covered in a,course
are never fully expaited for the readinglpurpase at all:- As foe writing, the ways
in which one.uses this skill tor communicativre purposes is very different from the
written exerciPesgthat provide most writing practice for students. It will be

informattVe to 60iscover how reading and writing actually serve communication.pur-
Ropes other than literary.ones.

.

Following the-presentations, participa'hts work in groups, by major laaguage, to

practice matching purposes with points of grathmar commonly taught at variou, levels

of French, German, and Spanishstudy. Each small krodp works with a different levelw
of study Of its laaguage and.shares its ideas with the others by presenting them on

overhead transparencies. Wortsheets andguidelines are provided. Participants
Should leave the session with a'rpertoire of ideas for applying purposeful language
practice to many of the grammar points that they teach.at all levels and for.all

skills. In addition, thei sholuld,be abfq to create many more activities on their
own. /. ,

--Gail Guntermann, oept. of Foreign Languages, Arizona State Univ., Tempe

85281

'MULTICULTURALIZING LESSON PLANS TO UNIFY THE BILINGUAL
OR ETHNICALLY DIVERSIFIED CLASSROOM

Chairperson: Dorothy V. Huss, Assistant Director', ACTFL
Speakers: Edna M: Sims; Shirley M. Jackson

Oft
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. The,multiculOr llzation Of lesson plans'dealti with tDe premise that stbdepts
identifying with a ulture other than that of the country in which they teside can
obtain a..greater srise of self-respect'and can, simultaneously,..engender in their

fellow students' ani appreciation of the benefits of the culturally diversified-

setting when le 'eacher is properly sensitized to utiliie the multiculturalism of
the-classroom,, o he grekest advantage10

is the:in tructor who setg the tone and thus influences the stUdent's accep-
tance or rejektiOn of ethnic differences. 'Approximately one mit of every 56 .

Americans isforeign born, but unless instructors are ethnically sensitized, they
tend to prom te the lture Of the dominant group tq the exclusion of the other

c 1. se

'groups repre ented in the classroom.
Virtul14,all subject areas at all grade levels present,opportunities to

underscore c ural variances that properly sensitized fhstructors will teach their
classes to c ebrate rather than to condemn: Multicultural education, wgich is-
really the befit education, promotes intercultural 4perspectives beyond the classroom
as the key tO 'Stability apd peace,in this policentric world: Engendering a,feeling
of respect for "tankind's individual variations pay not beienough to correct past
distortiOnsanit,Ystereotyped imbalAtces which have too long caused many ethnic'
minoritids to p ceive themselvesas citizens of a somewhat ;hostile environment, but
the effort mdst -

The resulting cquaintance with and appreciation for the cultures of\our own,.
country will begin o erase, though ever so slowly, the provincial outlook or.narrqw
'view of Americans fo world cultunes and may bring world peace and stability. An
educatiOn that does tt prepare.citizens to live in an interdependent World is an
incomplete education, '. d the interculturjal perspectives derived from the multi-
cultural.classroom will e ittutually bene icifil in accordance wfth the degree of

f sk4li developed by the t cher.
. This workshop attempts4to validate as many subject veas as pdasible as suitable

for multiculturalization, b an effort is made to give greater attentiOn to the
disctpline represented by t se in attendance. In an effort to underscore the

1 benefits of multiculturalizipg course content, the unifying factors inethtic diver-
sity are suggested as essential*eas-of commonality.

It is expected that teachers:4rainers, and supervisors will develop skills and-
sensitivity for multiculturalizinglessOn plans for all subject areas normally
taught in public schbols. .0n observing mOdel lessons, they,should develop the abi-
lity to easily distingbish thp traditional lesson from the multiculturallzed lesson
and, working closely with membecs,grouped according to the major-teaching discipli-
nes represented, will be i4tructed in thil) preparatift of multicaturalized
modules.

r-Edna N. Sims and Shirley.M. Jackson, Univ. of the District of COlumbia,
713. Third St. SW, Washington, DC 20024

AtTONATIVE APPROACHES TO THE TRAINING AND SUpERVISION
OF GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS

; .

Chairperson: Maurice W. Conner, Univ. of Nftraska at Omaha
Speakers: Carol A. Herron; Constance,K. Knop
kiscussant: Patricta Boylan, Univ. of IllIndis

This session presents trvariety of strategies and activities for training
teaching assistants to instruct a second language class at the college level. The
prInelples and techniques analyzed are currently in use at a large public institu-
tion (the University of Wisconsin-Madison) and at a small private university (Emory'

26
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-Uniiersity in At/anta, Georgia).. qhus,-theirapplicability has been extended to and .

tTied out in foreign langUage departments in.which the numbei of T.A.'s varies from
under five tO over ten.- Specifically, the diseUssion focuses on thre majoi.areas:

q 4

training T4A%'s.in'lesson planning and self-evaluation;.obserying T:A.'s, and
planning.a conference with T.A.'s.

.With respect tweach of these three -domains, alternative approaches are
0

discussed. For example,' in regard,to lesson planning., the four basic phases of
ovedNiew,i priAnei drill, and check are Clarified,as a basic instruction4 sequence..
Also the two-step-progression from teaching sentehces in "controlled" environments
to teaching the 'liberated" use of utterances in conversationaeexchanges are
.kelated to the everyday lesson planning of.the T.A. Several instruments for T.A.
self-evaluation'are outlined in terms of their value and limitations.

Pertaining to the second large area--observation of the'T.A.'s plass by a
faculty member--the.preferencea of ihe,T.A.'s as reported in a nationwide survey by
the,Tresenters are summarized. ,VideotSping, peer observation; And audiotapes.are
iome of the techniques rated by the In adclition, various techniques for ,

datasathering during the obServation are demonstrated.
The presenters also analjrze the faculty/T.A. Conference, which usually ocbis 4

after an 'observation: -The dis&ussion emphasizes sttategies for makingeconferences
interactiVe.ahd supportive:

--Constance.K. Knop, Scho 1 of Education, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison
51706; Carol Herron, Dept. of Modern Languages, Emory'Univ., Atfanta, GA

10,22
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ONE GOAL: MANY CHALLENGES

Chairperson:' Kurt,L. lev);
Speakers:. Mara, fsa el Abreu, Georgetown Univ.; Theodoretalivoda, Univ. Of

Georgia; Barbara Snyder, Normandy'High School, Parma Heights", OH'

ik. .

This SAsion addresses snme basic challenges that are inherent in our craft and
_ seeks.to identify ways and mean:4, both innovative an& time-:hodored, of dealing with

them fn the AATSP context, SpaniSfi Ad.Pórtuguese, bdo of the world's most influen.* .
,tial languages, perform significant functions in modern language teaching--functions
of which 'AAT'v is a major trustee. Our three position papers focus on'such crucial

' commitments of 'our discipline as an effective and imaginative teaching process
,

, .

involvInkcultuf,e, lailuage, and literatures as well as the place of pedagogy--....

otentialally or.entmy. . . , ,

The rOles of. .culture,/language, and litetature in-language teaching are usually
r). ' accepted; albett with varying emphasis. Less' universally recognized is the contri-

. .

butionsof.'pedagogy., Yet:the Iatte'r plays atlecisive part in coloring the kind of
h. classroom experience learners undergo in their, foreign language study, which in turn'

. , .
2 Aipes4theit ftttitude toward the suhject matter. Typical areas of instruction that

,

,.... affeqe,..student attitude's 'to a-greater or lesser degree are vocabulary, grammar, apd
oveN1 coUrse Aientittion in terms of public desires. In each, humap needs coupled

:..With.linguiSlic advihces constitute prime coisiderations in creating effectiv .

.'metho&ology. c

The qlstory 9f foreign-language teaching tends'to overlook this dual rel -:'.
tionship: As (su,iresult", Pedagogy is sometimes.viewed with suspicion and the poten-

_ .tial *line Co .1A.derived fr6ri'foreign language study suffers. If pedagogy.is to
henefit foreign langudge learning, it must include a'more broa4ly encompassing
jerspective otAshject matter.and learner, a perpective that ensures a high degree
of learner s4iisfaction,and 'eticits a healthy respect for the subject matter as a
solid 'cUtricular Compogent.

44
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These atiMulating issues, and others nojess central to the language-teAching
profession, are viewed withinithe AATSP context,as Spanish and Portuguese are.exa-
mined as potent vehicles of culture and communicAtion and in terms of tReir Impacts'
in the cplassroom, the community, and a rapidly shrinking Oorld.. The session, it is
hoped, will reflect both the diversity and unity that underlie.the guiding prin-

. Aciples of AATSP.
, --Kurt L. Levy, Dept. of Spanish-and. Portuguese, Univ. of Toronto; Oritario

1.M5S 141, Canada

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHI6
IN ThE SOUTH ATLANTIC

Chairperson: -.Robert F. Bell, Univ. of Alabama
Speakerst Oliver Finley Graves; Otto J'ohnston; Gerda Jordan

THE GERMAN PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY' OF ALAMMA

,.. Recent innovation's i the German program at the University of Alabama-include .

the introduction of an ntensive elementary course,:beman houses'for both men And
women,,a German'druma ,course, and the examination for'the Zertifikat Deuts h als.
Fremds*Prache. *Preparing students to pass the Zeetifikat exAmlnation upoI completion
of.one'year of intepsive German has.provided our department with a con ete goat's.

toward which to direce.lour.program and against which to measure departmental effec-
tiveness. We first ofered the. examination bn an experimental basis in April 1978.
Of seven students participating-r-all of.whom IA completed at least baoyears of
traditional German -coursework--six received the Certificate. In August 1978, we
initiated an intensive elementarycourse and opened German houses on the campus:
The 'intensive course fs a modification-of the Dartmouth approach with nine in-class
hors per week: It Covers the traditional first and second year courses in bao
semesters. The German house program affertds students. the Opportunfty of total

immersion in the German language under the tutelage qf native Germans. The German
drama course allows any student, including first year students; to enhance fluency
in the language by memorizing parts in several different German plays. In April
1979, 25 students sat, for'the Zertifikat.. Many of these students had completed only

,

he one year'of intensive Germ4n. All passed.
--Oliver Finley Graves, Dept. of German and Russian, Univ. fidabama,
University 35486'

A

FIVE YEARS OF M.I.B.S. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

The course of study leading.to the Master's degree iri'International Business.,,

Studies (MIBS) at the University of South Carolina prepares students for a career .

1(b
with firms of multinational scope by training them In functional'business s ills and
one foreign language. It is a two-year course, Mir months.of which are dev ted'
entirely tojanguage study, arid:seven months to a combination of bus,iness and

..,

language practice.
.

,

, 'The first segment of language inNtruction begins in June with a ten-week inten-
.

.sive program. No.prerequisites are d'emanded;'students are exposed to the rudimeritsr

of grammar At the beginning, and at the end of the ten weeks they have a working
knowledge of all four Skills in the language. Thesell.anguage skills are expanded
during the.fall and spring.semesters of Major'toncentration in business studies. In

28
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July of the second year,,students are sent overseas (Kn .for German) for Another
intensive,language instruction period .of six.weeks, which stresses business votabu-.
lary and'practice.. .Immediately thereafter they,begin their internship; that is,
Oley work for a GerMan jfirm, using both business and language skyis. They*turn

' in March, fluent in t language, well trained in business, and minently
emplo4hbl e. .:

.

--Gerd& Jord n, Dept. of Foreign Languages, Univ..of South Carolina;
. Columbia 29208

I N.

4

IMPAEMENTINg THE INTENSIVeLANGUAGE MODEL: AN EXPERIMENT
IN GERMAN AT THE,UNIVERSITY OF FLpRIDA

Dartmouth Pro fessor. John Rassias'has received substihtial national publicity for
his classroom presentations in advanced level seminars in French literature..

2 However, considetably less,attention has been.focused on the lower 1g/elcourses
that Ra'ssias*bas restructurediaccording to an. innovative blueprint: the inten4ive
language model. From-June to August 1978, the.Department of Germanic and Slavic
Languages' at the University of Florida sought to implement this model in beginning
Germane , . , r , .

4

Similar experimefts had proved successful at small liberal arts colleges;,

however, this was one of the few times Such an'unorthodox teaching methodology was
employed in a large, established program at a State-supported institution.. The
accomplAshments and setbacks of the attempt may be documented in terms of prepara-

\ tion, initial student reaction, student input And motivatIOn, rundlog, and teacher'.
. evaluation. - - . .

.
,

/ iStudent enthusiasm, goOd'press, and a public relations- ampaign'encouraged un-
versity adminidtrators to fund the experim2nt beyOnd the nitial At'age. By.adding
scenarios, tailored..to student interests gm needs, the Department hopes to maximize
flexibility in the language-learning proCess.

.
--Otto W. Johnston; Dept..o Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literature,

261 ASB
,
Univ. of Florida Gainesville 32611

,

0

THE INFLUENCE OF CULTURE ON MEMORY

Ch'airperson: Susan Lister, West Valley College, Saratoga, d.A
Speaker: Linda Schinke

Human memory has been topic of speculation for philosophers and'philologists
for Centuries. Only within the last centufY, howe'Ket1 1.1. memory become e subject
of objective investiptiOn by anthropologistslinguists, 'and psychologists. Even
more recently.has the ,concept of the Affluence Alf..x0j).ttire on memory drawn attention
from researchers. It is tile purpose of this'paper to present all historical.overview'

of.the treAtmqnt of this subject, to summarize, pertinent contemporary reseatch, to
analyze the complexities of in4és9igating the topic, and to'address implications for
teachers of culturally different /students.

Evidence of.man'sjascination wiAh memory comes to us
Plato and Aristotle'speculated as to the nature of memory
later did memory become a subject oE objective analysis,

venal learning and,forgetting in the nineteengh century
memory from mere speculation to investigation. \However,
teenth century, no literature on the influence of culture
produced.

29 ;
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by the close of the nine-
on memory had been



An examination of the literature produced during the' first half of the twentieth

century reveals a similar,lack of pertinent. data. Although morerresearehers cop-.

cerned themselves with either memory or culture, few performed studies.linking the

two. Not until the appearance of Bartlett's mohogtaph Remembering in 1932 was the '

subject directly treated. Bartlett posited the idea of schema, a culturally based
mental framework into which neW information is fitted. The greater.the degree'to

which the material to be remeMbered fits the pre-existing schema, the gieat'er the

degree of recall.
0

With the inereased,experimentation on memory occurring in the last 15 or.20

years, more work has been.done on-the topiC -a the relationship between culture and.

memory. Deregowski, for exaMPle, examined the effect of the cultural value of time

on recall. Meacham studied'the relaeionship between culture-and recall for places

and'oblects. Most signi,ficantli, Cole and his colleagues have performed a variety ,

of experiments investigating the interplay of culture and memory:
Despite this recent focus, the total number of stuOies dealing with the issue of

culture and memory is relativelyosmall. -This relative-paucity can be linked to
numerous factors.. Amongthem art the problems of the definition of cU1ture4as well
as the type and stage of memory tp ge studied. In addition, a choice must be made

'whether to study the contedi or process of memory. Finally,.the'issae.of:fhe
Icpetimental,situation,itself comes under Scrutiny. ..

As'a result of the refielarch available, only tentative implications can be:dnawn

for teachers who work'with cultdrally Efferent students. Cole'ss experiments'are

perhaps the most enlightening in this respect. For example, Cole found that the

method of presentation of material 'affects the method of recall. Also, for certain .

cultural groups, memory for rOcation s better than memoWy tOr objects.

After reviewing the literature an& analyzing the factors that complicate the

research, one can conclude.that the subjeCt of the influence of culture on memory is

relatively uittapped experimentally. Considering' the larse numbers of teachers
working with students who are culturally different, furf+ter research in this area ts

both desirable and necessary. -

--Linda Schinke, 8319 Keating, Skokie, IL 60077,

CRASH COASES FOR CAREERS: HOW DO THEY WORK?
't.

V

Chairperson, Toby Thmarkil,'Manchester Comtunity College West HartfOrd,

Speaker: Marion R. Webb
.4

Courses in career-related foreign language study arp a relatively new curricular .

option.in the inAtitutions of higher learpinamthai offer them. Many of these
.

cour es require io previous knowledge of the'language and enroll laCtgely parttime

and on-cr dit students. Emphasizing job-related communicativeskips from the
autset, such. classes are.geared to the needs of adult learners rose .interest in

language st dy springs from their immelliate need to'communicate.in career situations

with Engiish-speaking,people. This sdssion focuses on the results af a'study of the
foreign language content and cultural knowledge that such adult learners feel they

need at the oUtspt, and explores some of the ways these adults feel they can learn
,

best insuch programs. .
. .

.

.Findings reported are the results of an expl6ratory investigation of beginning
-.

career-related Spanish classes for adults. Almost 1000 students in more than 20

it
colleges and universities were surveyed, as well as nearly 50 instru ors in as many

schools.. Finally,, a few selected students and instructors were int rviewed in per-

son. Although the study specifically probed career-related Spanish classes for
adults, application of the 'findings is suggested tq any age-grodp in any prograM
Olat stresses early development of ,communicative skills in a practical setting.

30
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A In order to determinethe'80anish contsra areas to. Which adults give priority in
their careers) appropriata curriculum desigitaal sequence were assessed through a
functional-notional approich. .Students were asked to list and'rank the language
situations most important to them in.theiF careers, and to check and Tank language
functions used Most!frequentry on the'job. 'Priorities for knowledge of culture were
assessed through asking students to check,and rank the attitudes, values, and life-
styieS.of Spanishspeaking people most,important for the Student's to understa-nd in
.terms'of'their careers. While.data show that among adult learners,diffeTenceg and
'-needs in both Spanish language Content and Oltural knowledge are great, Cop-
monalities across careers do exist. .M

12.

.

. Several problems adults might encounte4in learnin4 a foreign language were
eXplored, as- well as learning activities t11.4 adults felt'were most helpful in

learning Spanish. Listed as especially pr4fitable activitiesayere, among others,"
role-playing aCtivities, simulations, quegtion-answer.sessions with students both_
asking and anawering questions, and variOus types of meaningful communicative
drills. ,Aspects of-adult learning explored included the learner's,possible dif-

ficalty with tasks that weteiseen'as complicated, unusual, or fast-paced; the frie-,
quer* Jack of study time;' eipectations for immediate fluency; and the.'adult Set for
accukacy, which might be in conflict with the need to acquire early communicative
skilis-in the language. While many-adults experiencef some-Of these probleMS, indi-
vidual ditferences yere great and,cNlid:.0e correlated with actiir's of personal data.

Because-of-the interest in integrating career education components intdx.pgular,
foreign.language classes, and the-increaging emphasis on 'devel-oping communicative
competence, this study has ilplications for'any foreign language prOg'ram.
Participants at the session share suggestions on .the application to all foreign
language,programs of the functional-notional syllabus assessment, determinationsof "
important cultural emphases; ahd various communicative learning activities.

. --Marion R. Webb,'Houston Baptist Unix., 7502 Fondren, Houston, TX 77074

TEACHING STYLES: A SELF-PROFILE FOR SELF-ANALYSIS

Chairperson: Myriam Met, Cincinnati Public Schools
Speaker: Anthony Papalia'

Js'it possible for teachers to order teaching styles for theTelves as easily as
hairstyles and be someone's carbon copy in the classroom?

Edwin J. Swineford, in a study of "artistic teachers," suggested that an .

individual's predominant teaching style usually has evolved by the fourth or fifth
year ofi teaching.. He indicated that first year teachers rely heaylly upon their
student teaching experience. They seem to model their cooperative teachers and even
those -teachers they had in high school and College. In the third year of field
.experience, teachers adopt new techniques and strategies to meet the needs of stu-

4

dents.. Their personalities.seem to come to life. .

Eighteen language teachers with more.than three years of experience were
interested-in identifying the teaching behaviors that they consistently Used iq
their classrooms. They participated in a studi attempting to find an answer to this
question: What are my preferred instructional'strategies that Lconsistently use-in
my foreign language classes? With this arjective in mind, they asSiSted-in for-
maating an inventory of'teaching styles and strategies that is by"no-means
exhauStive, but a beginning for .(1) promoting self-analysis, (2) identifying
eeachers' beliefs about language teaching, and (3) discovering the assumptions they

'make about how Students learn. Teaching styles were defined as "habitual, coll.:-

Alistent patterns of preferred strategies used by'teaChers in promdting learning."



.
_ What'strategies do.teachers.tend to use in teaching,prOntinciation, grammar, vocabu-

laryreading, writing, culture and Skeaking? Participants assess the frequency of

their teachingsbdhaViors and sxrategies by providing answers to an inventor:), on .

/), Obaching styles.- , ,

7-Anthony Papalia, Dept. of Ine*Iption,. 533 Christopher Baldy Hall,.SUNY

Buffato, Amherst NY 14260

TENURE AND TEACHING LANOUAGES: UNITY IN DIVERSITY'

Chairperson: ,Berhice M. Nuhfdr-Halteh
Speakers! 'Maureen C:4Cassidy; Emilia N. Kelley;.Patricia A. Stringer; Judith H.

Schomberro

Bernjc M. Nuhfer-Ralten (Dept. of, Modern.Languaged and Classics, Emory'Univ.,
Atlanta 30322) discusses the responses to an'informal survey' conducted in fall,

19791 .
, . .

,

1., 'Is your prelferation priMarily lInguistic-pedagogic or literary?.or,other?,

2. Aie your,dufies primarily Pinguistic-pedagogid or literary?.,or other?

. ,. 3.* Howdo you perdeive "language specialists"'when compared with "literary.

,spdcialists"? .

.
, , ..

. 4. How do others in your department perceive "langNage specialists"- compared .

with "literary specialists"?
..

. ",
5. Are you tenured? If not, do.you expect to'be awarded tenure? gere you ever

denied tenure? Why'? .
.

. ,

6.. Doed tile review proceSs for tenure include'peer eValuation?J.

7. Ave you modified .your method of instruction in order to enhance the coossi
bility of getting tenure? . .

8. Do you think thdt it is easier or more difficult for &professor of a

t language department to get tenure compared to those of other departments?

0

Maureen C. Cassidy's (4722 30th Ave. East; Tuscaloosa, AL 35405) presentation is in

tile nature of a personal memoir relating experiences arising from &joint appoint-
ment in a department.of foreign languages and a dppartment-of secOndary tducation at

a large university. These experienceS-Liclude: acceptance of the position
(conditions); benefits (promised; implied, but non-delivered); dutied; expectations
(firom both sides); status (tenuous at best)'rtenure.considerations (possibiy
actions); harassments (personal and professional); release.(attempts to prevent).

Judith Schomber (Dept. of Foreign Languages, Georgia Soutflern College, Statesboro
30458) addresses the effect Of language teaching.on promotion and tenure as well as
theTeffect of promotion and tenure on language teaching at smaller colleges, where
faculty members are accustomed to teach at all levels of.the curriculdm.

Ethilia N. Kelley.(DePt. of Modern Languages and Classics, Emory UniV., Atlanta .

30322) reviews the dichotomybetween'tanguape viewed as a skill per se and language ,
..viewed as a skill. for achieving more important goals, and'its relationship to the,

problem of tenure.

1 P atricia A. Stringer '(Grld. School of Arts' and Sciences, Emory Univ., Atlanta 30322)

gives a different view of opportUnities ol5en to faculty in educational institueions

'today., As Associate Dean of the Graduate.School of Arts and Sciences at Emory
University, she is responsible for all student matters in the Graduate School,

4nclUdinh admissions, flhancialltid, and records. She directs the Matter Of.Generaf'
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Studies program, writes gragt proposal4, and works vith the directors of graduate
studies, among otter actiVities. She relates how'she reached' this Oarticular pOsi-
tion and comparesiler progression' with the more traditiOnal lilly from the ranks"
route of'faCulty tember,,tendred faculty,member,'chair, dean, and so forth.

-Spea ers
Uni

I,

spEE0 COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE ,

TEACHING ASSISTANTS. -

,

Robert Elkins, James 'McCroskey, and Barry Morganstern, West Virginia

, t

The Departments of-Foreign Languages andSpeech Communication at Wedt-Virginia
University have; for the past-several years, required all new graduate.teaghing
assistanti to enroll in a week-long woFkshop, "Communication in the .glassrooM." The,
primary purpose of the workshop is o aoquaint students with strategies.and alter-;
native amiroaches for dealing with communication:problems enpountered in the college
classroom-. The following is a brief description of the:students and of the goals

- and focus of the course.
Nhe'dtudeats are from the U.S. and various foreign countries. TheY are typi-

'Cally new master's students; most have little or no formal teadhing experience. All
the students,tend to be concerned with a.variety of potential-classroom problems
tncluding tAacher credibility; clas6robm activities;.interpersonal relationships

with-students and administrators; universiti policy; Ana cultural, language, and age
differences between teacher and students."

While the course content covers a Much greater spectrum of issues-t.g., nonver,
bal commonieation, cross-cultural communication, communication apPrehension and
teaching strategies--primary emphasis. is placed upon the.more "personar probl s

previously identified..

Course is designed to involve the students. in a variety of activities..
Daily Aquizzes and a final exam ar employed to evaluate students' understanding of
basic teaching principles and text
that are based on "real life" class
tunity to ivolve themselves activel
the determination nnd application of

Additionally, stUdents benefit.frip
munication.professors who team-teach th
area of expertise.

The,advantages obeained from this wor

ook content. Numeroud pctivities"and.simulatiops
oom situations provide stndents with the oppor-

in the pucess of problem identificatibn and
ppropriate solutions or alternatives.'
the experience of various instructional com-
workshop, each'concentrating on his Clr her

hop gre n4merous. Epr exam4e.:

A 4.

*It allows all ew graduateassistants i _both departments to'become closely
acquainted.with one another and with a variety of facultimemhers before rhe
pressures of teaching and attending classed prevent this type of interaction.
These members can then serve as a comfortabl

'iduring the school year.
source oi help br information

\.

'It serves ad.a crosd-culturai experience, with students from.varioud
countries providing examples of verbal and nonverhal cultural differences
that many graduate assistants know about only .from iexts or claesroom discus-
sions.

.
.

°Ipresentsan opportunity for foreign and American studots to interact It'
cadually, yet professilnally--thereby establishing a type f camaraderie.



If

.

4'

*It helps to reduce many of the inhibitions and apprehensions teachers
experience 'when entering the'classroom'for the first

'It provldes aA,eXtensive analysis of particiO4nts' actions'and helps the
understand the purpose and meaning of many of them.

.
,

i

,

It'permits the teaching asSistants to enter the clasStoom with a clearer- 'under-

.
'standing of student fears and inhibitions.

6 . .- 0. -,--

--Robert Elkins, Dept. of Foreign Languages, West Vitginia Univ., Morgaln-'4

town 26506

FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND THE BASICS.: HOW DO THEY FIT?

Chairpeison: Elvira E. Garcia, Univ. of Nebraska at bmaha

Speaker: Renate,A. Schulz:
.4 .

The current cry of '_back to bastcso can also be heard among foreign language

educators. The presenter traces some of the causes for discontent; especially the .

lack.of common goalsjin the profession,, the 'proliferation .or disconnected options,

and the unrealistic expectattOns our instrnctional materials put on the learner.

She warns of interpreting 'the basics" too narrowly and maintaiAs that foreign

. .language study has a unique place and functiOn in the_general curriculum. She pro-

* poses rein4atement of a general language requirement,lut only after we.have re-

examined out discipline for the iQherent knowledge andskills that will contribute

to emphasiiing fundamental humanisic goals for.all learners. She calls for the

development of an..artiCulated curriculum from FLES through college, 'differentiating

between'gèneral requirement courses and those intended for the specialist aiming

towardlmastery of the target language. .

--Renate A. Schuli, Dept.' of Foreign Languages, Univ. -of. Arkansas,.

FayettelAlle 72701

THE LANGUAGE OF PERSUASIOg: SELLIN&AL EDUCATION TO THE FOLKS NEXT DOOR

11.

Chairperson: June K.PhillipsIndiana Univ. of Pennsylvania
'Speaker:. Anita- Monwees. c

. . .

, Public awaieness of the need f6r-foreign.language educ:tion r,anks amonw g the
.

higheSt priorities of the profession. This/urgency ,is reflected in the list qf

.
prforities recently compiled by.ACTFL--inPconsultati6n oith other professional
organizations--fpr presentation to the President's Commission on Foreign Language.--

_

and International Studies. 4 /
...

, ,

. How is such public awareness achieVed? ..GoDd public-relation'S practice makes

clean that it.rnust.be accomplfshed on the local community level. -Selling'FL educa-

tion is not a job that'can be done from the top down-. Rather, we must gain support

amori4 our home-toWn neighbors, building a.grass-roots Constituency'in the Amerfcan

political tradition.
.-

. 4.
.

N The Northeilst Conference on the Teaching,of Foreign Languages in.1978 developed

% an information'paciZet4dealing with the need for global education, with particular

emphasis on foreign languages and cultures. The packet's materials were designed

for the lise of individualt committed' to the'need forcwidespread FL education.
, %.
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'. Thq.vadkeg Was,Otepared specifically to solicit public- reSponse.to the
President'S CommisSion, which' was,then in session. White the Commission'S'work has,.
now.tome to an end.; the basic,corAents of the'packet are readily adaptable fdi ''Use

-An encouraging public communication with elected representatives o0elevant. .

issues.
. ,

.,

.

.

. . .
.

The,Northgast Conference packet serves as a model of a community-level infor-
matiod program. One essential element in such a.program is'a means for reaching
jcommunity.groups: in this ase, a filmstrip; "The-World IS Our neighborhood7'which
can b.Sdapted to loal needs. The filmstrip provides an entree to service cis. -

*1
.

'Went vganizations, churches,.and,bther groups, including fitudents. and teaching\ -
, .

colleagues... .

. . .

A companion:to the filmstrip,is a:simple,Jow-cost flyer which uses'visuals froffi'
., .

'the'filmstrip. and Fetnforces its mess.age.. This can be,used effectively as a handout
.,and makes a good mailing enclosur'e.

.

, ,

. Publicity ef1orb6. in!..lOcal media denter largely on the'ayailability of the
filmstOp program and 4tS.'scheduled showings. As,SupOort and awareness,are, built' 6

, -the coMmunity, editorial supPort can be, sought for FL education. ,

)
. The sell is a soft ones; -We 'ask'only to be allowed to come and, tell our Story.

... ,

As Wie do so, we come to ideneify.the friends of foreign languages. With.these.
,

(

.. ,i)eople as a nucleus, we-can begin,the formation of au advocacy grOup Chat can speaks,'_

. for us and. urge others.t6 supOort us, lending added credibility and. strength tO our
, 'cause. This is an integral part of the political process.

t q.

It remains the Osponsibility of the.profession to be informed about key issues
and about pending legislation.affecting foreign languages. We.must feed this infor-..,

.1- mation t.00ur growing constituenc'y, so that our advocates can in turr '. make heir '.
,

voicesAleard and urge others-to do likewise,: .,.

.

.

'The "language of peksuasion" Is a relatively easY ohe to learn., ',The Ciaching'

,
tools,are at hand, It does requfre a comMitment and the expendiCure of some'time

..

and energy. Not to make such da,-commitment at this critical time, however,:might
well be tantamount to denying a better future to foreign language educatiOn7-or4
indeed, any future at7all.

'--Anita Monsges, 5400 South Salina 5t., Syracuse, NY 13205.
, .

' -..
, -

1'

RECIPES FOR WRiTING IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Chairperson: Howard B. Altman, Univ.. of Louisville
Alit':

4

"T.Speakee:' RosallesM. Coltan' .
c..1.

,

- . :

This Oresentation on original composition fn a foreign language- demonstrates the
technique of.using "recipes" or formulas to teacp,Nriting. It deals with three
types of composItion:. chosen subject, apswers.4tp:;igsay questions, and opinion .

-.stating. .flormally, even native4speakers, feel 1 timidate&if handed a piece of paper
rt.and told, to write a composition. Though they 4XiloW quite a bit abodt-the subject
assigned,:they very often, feel reluctant to colinlite4hemselves to paper. That- may be

' the reasoh so many people claim o hate to wrii0etters. How mUch greater, then,
is ihe hesitancy of aoperson who has to.compose Something. in a foreign Language. It, .

is.somewhat like )3eing asked to give a perfbrmanee. 14e knoW,we can sin&or dance to.

Q.
some degree, but to 'have to do it in public meals exposing a talent of wich we mAy
not feel very certain.

.

. .

By offering security to a student doing free or originaLcomposition, these
.recipes serve as a kind of crutch on which to lean when they must offer some written'

,.'work to be read.by other's. Much experimentatiorOn severa,l languages with studehts 416

N of various ages has proven the recipe approach to be,very workable. It serves as an

35
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racentifea c6nfidence tuilder, and an oiganizer of' thought for thotie.who hpre a

t

leser cokmAnct of a, kingtiage and 'a conaequane hesitancy tb put downtexpressions for

bthers edsee'and criticize. Essentially, /t is ltk making a cake"'the formula fa

the rec;pe, the student's thoughts are the ingredi ts, and the act** writing Is
the bakinge The end product fa an,original creati n.

Tht process,can be used for en6ourag1ng speak g as well. Theeblackboard or a

Oos.ter containing the formula gives the atudenia hints to help theM to ge't ideas and

form sentences. Speaking can.easily eliolve into writing, since writing.is really

speaking on paper.
'A 4orkaille -procedure is to present the appropriate recipe and havetthe stu4nts

do a graup-tbmpossition orally, "With each student addinra:component. Next) a stu-
dent might be asked to prepent the same compositiori by himself or 'heréelf,"following

e blackboardeach element. in order. Then a group composition might be written on
on another subject,,with each cbntributor saying his or her sentence

yriting At.. When it'is completed., A.volunteer might,read the entire

nd then.
composition. :

.

Fiiially, thestudents.choose subjects of fed.froma preparedliat,.wSte a comlo
pbeXtionbn their own--uSing the recipe.forQinspiration--and then seed aloud what4'
tliey, have prouced. -. rio. 4

-4

: thig piesenti,tibil; eaoh.of the three recipes is explained and topica.'are
,

stitriP14
After doing an oral -composition witfi volunteers .from the audience, the .

teaehe e form groups according'to thenguage they teach. Each group ehooses a

sut;ject ad Produces a vomposition (minimum of eAght.setltences) while trying to play
thefole4 of'a.first or-seáond year student An that language. One person reada the

Orocjuctiott.

.-The

.5.

.6 441

gegted are
,

in areas the-participants will.know little about. The,

pUtpoee °Wig. is to simulate the fear, lack.of yo abulary; and Tesylting
.,ycluctiincéeoftrganize.sentencea that the student of. a for ign language feels_when

ased.to compOP. It also.deMonstrAes that .we always know more than we think 4e---do

okagivert'subject, and :that 4t is bisiCally the feeling of lack orexpertise that
inhibits one froM committingthoughts eo paPer. .

' 'In the;.chs e. of tee'recipe.for answeriilg essay citiestions, the same 'procedure fr.

fpilowed, With the peticients Pretending that they, are ESL students.
partof the Workstop ppreists of several PartiCipants composing an

'opinion-onora ,given,subjeot'adcording to the third formula. Actual eamples of second

*<7 language compqsitions done usDing_this mevhcsi are showla. on.;he overhead projector.
Hatidouta containfhg'the Ocipes. and directions for teaching each type of writing are

available'to"the parOlcipanCs. -

4
--;gosalie M. tolman, aaduate School of udation, Fairfield Univ.,.. .

Fairfield, CT 06430,
,
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THE CHALLENdE. op MULTILEVEL INSTRUCTION
,

Chairpbrson: Joel C. Mhlz, Univ. of Georgia
Speakers:. James IC: MusKelley';41axine,B. Patterson s %

:

The multirevel foreign' language class presents many prOlems to the teacher.charged
with teaching two or more classes in the time normally, al,.otted to a single l vel.
This presentation offers a variety of.teaching techniques and student.activi ies
ththe Presenter n sb have foud,succesful in multilevel settings. They are esigned

4-.-

to integrhtemuth of the content of multilevel courses and to enhance the learning'
experlience of'all students in Combined classes. Some'of the techniques-outlined
allow Tor the use of the sate materials for multilyvel groups, with suggestions for
;varying activities to accommodate the level of student proficiency in4the target
language.

While emeasisis placed on covering the course content prescribed for each
level, suggestions aremade,for designing total group activities that derive from.
the "required" content material.c Specific.sumestfons rerate to the. treatment of
literary'selections and to the development of.converlational skills. .

,i qttes aimed'at creating a sense of unity among multiple1g actiti

Frequent use textul references to'clltural Afferences it encouraged as a
basisfor develop
levels, Rtle-playing'and simulation exercises related to everYday,'"life"
,situations are suggeste4 as techni4ues for incorporating vocabulary usage, speech
practice, and cultural Awareness. Ai the sarie$ time, such actiVities may be, designed
to take/into Account the varying levels of langUage skills fn the multilevel

tl

)06

classroom. .- .
, . .

. -
.

.

. Examination of the variety of festvals, holidays, And saints' days celebrated
in the target culture yields a rich source of cultural daterial that.can,provide'an
oveLay of integrating activities involving atl leVels in the.claatcppm. Other
culture-awarepess "Activities may-be based on food preferences, games,-and gestures
Peculiar to the target culture. The suggested astivities are not intended to
detract.from-the prescribed)course contentA rather, they are imed at expanding amid

tcomplementing the textual material.. . - . . .

.The individualization of wine materials is suggested at a' means of allowing the
teacher greater flexibilitr in the Management of niultiple leif,els. Mcireovei,:indivi-

.

dualization is encouraged-as the most effective metAod.of responding to the wide
variety, of Otudent netdp, typical.ot the multilevel setting.

'."'

Any' speCial interests that more advanced students mar exhibit' in the history,
art r civilizatioh.otthejariet culture.should *encouraged for the benefit of
all slithers of fhe class.. 'With advance planning, these students may be assigned
cl. 0 presehtations that supplement basic.mcterials fdr any level. Such assignments

(Mdst.be'given'careful .teacher guidance tb avoid presentations'of mere encyclopedic
accounts. HoweVer, Joint planning bylhe,"teacher,and4students'may prOduce
interetting Slide presentations,- one-person. art !'shbvis," or skits that provide,

4nstrue*Ion'for all* --
-% s.
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The presenters provide. a Fist: of sour s that may be helpful to teachers in

developing activities suitable to their 4m multilevel classrooms, OCher printed

material& include details uSeful for th implementation of some of the ideas

presented.
--James K. MusKelley,. Dept. of Curriculum and Instruction, Collegeiof
Education, Memphis StateUniv., Memphis, TN 38152; Maxine B. Paeterpono
.Wooddale High School, Memphisi TN 38118

)

. COHMNICATIOg IS THE GOAL--DIVERSITY IS THE SOLUTION
.

Chairperson:, Waleet,H% Bartz" Indiana Dept. of Public Instruction
Speaker:. Jame::: M. Hendrlckson

.

Most foreign language teachers todaTrecognize that their Audents are,no longer
satisfied with repedting monotonous pattern drills, memorilrik unrealistic

i2 dialogUes, and.studying complex gramMar ruleswithouC'ever beim able to express
their own Ideas in he foreign language. In sthort, seudents want to talk about and

fisten to topfcs that matter to them. It behobves4 teachers, alerefore', to search
.for ideas and techniques thee encourage students to use the target languagio creati- ,

vely rather than to manjipdlate it unnaturally, InstructionaLmaterials that elicit
,

..1 the communiCation orideas rathesthan require the excessive manipulation of gram-
,matical structures'or vocabulary items ard becoming'increasingly available'

.

.commercially. Nevertheleas, the time lag between the development and the publica7
tion of high-quality communication materials has _caused some teachers to write their

own activities. Too often; however, teachers lack sufficient experience.in creating.
interesting, effective materials, or they,simply do not have the time to do so:

The presenter begins this session by kroviding a brief rationale for using
foreign language's creatively in the class.room. He points out, fOr example,that .

althoUgh memorilation, pattern drill.ing, and'error correction are necessary aspects
.of foreign language learning among adolescents.and adults, these elements pf
learning must be'sput inEd a realistic perspective if dommunicative proficiency is

the teacher's and the students' primary goal.
The pajor part Of the kesentation features the description and demonstration of

40 classroom-tested,activities that are aesigned to increase students''listening
comprehension and speaking.proficiency In.a foreign language. The presentk
developed several of the activities tor.his own students; and-adapted others from a
wide variety of new language teXtbooks, communication manuals, and articles inlpro-

fessional language journals. The activitieb are grouped into three sections. The

first section, "Communicating TAte-A-TAte;" includes a variety of actiiiities for
working in pairs': Initial Encounter, Getting Better Acquainted, Knowing the Real
You% Telephone Talk, Emphasizing a Grammatical Structure, Rose Technique, Modified
Rose Technique, Ink gots, Graphology, Palm Reading, and Directed Kole-Play. 'The

second section, "Communicating in Small Groups," includes Personalized Completioh,
Perception in a Box, Cinquain Poetry, Problem-Solving, Inte4iews, Skits, Picture
Game, .Strips Stories, and Braen Squares., The last sectiOn "Communicating with

,Whoie Ckasses," includes.Rukor, Picture Matching, Map Read ng, Written Answers,
Audio-Motor Unit, Preposition Gymnastics, Drawing, Radio /laves, Riddles, Recitation1
.of Poems, News Reports, Demonstraeionp, Tell n''Share, Password, Thenty Quegtions,
'What's My Line, Word Slips, Survey, Charades, and Folksongs. Based on his '

experience with.adblescent and adult students of various fdreign languages,.the
'presenter indicates the level or'levels.of 'foreign language proficiency most
appropriate for eaCh acti#ity (i.e., beginning,'intermediate, and advanced profi-

ciency levels).

4N,k 38
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,..The participants of this sessiort learn the puipoae, deacription, and Iimitationg
pf each communication activity presented. _In order to minimize notetaking, the pre-
senter distributes an 11-page handout'that describes each activity in detail and
Jists references where teachers can find many other fdeas.for facilitating listening
and speaking.practice in'their classr oms. iTransparencies,cassettp tapT
recordings, and verbp1 explanations re used t6 convey much orthe,.Information in

this-session., although active partic pation from the audienCe is solicited and
enoouraged.

--James M. Hendrickson, C unicatioh Dept., Lansing Community College,
Lanaing, MI1,48914

TEACHING CONVASAT ONAL SKILLS, THE PRAGMATIC WAY

% .

Ch9rper9on: Vicki Galloway, Sdttt Carolina State Dept. of Education
: ISpeakers: Claire J. Kramschi Mich le Respaut, Wellesley College

0 I

t

Recent research in second lang ge acquisition stresses the'importance of the 1

Isocial and psychological context i which the language-is used and the behavioral
patterns that accompany the lingustic forms. W more pragmatic approadh to the

I

teaching of conversation in.the f reign language classroom at the intermediate and .
c

aAvanced levels can increase dram tically the self-confidence and Ohe fluency of the
I

students. The conversational "ba I game" in both French 'and German-reqpires a cer-
I

tgln aggressivenss that can be e couraged and developed by systematic training in
specific verbal and nonverbal ski ls. . I

i

Through the observation and t anscription of free discussions betweerrnative. I '

speakers and through analysia f Oeir verbal.patterns of discourse', the rhetorical
features of the spoken-language arle identified- and claasified according to their
functions: taking the floor, buyling time with filled pauses and hedging moves,
keeping'the ball rolling by ackno4led ng listening and understanding, paraphrasing
and springboarding off the partnet!S arguments,/expanding a statement, rediretting .

the conversation: Each function s-served by'a series of +strategies that the stu-
dent learns to use: opening sta emen

Lt.

s (e.g., for German, "ich finde...," "Moment
mal," "da kann ich nur sagen:" "), jlesitation fillprs ('also, tja, wie soli ich
sagen"), expressions of asseneor dissent ("das finde i k auch,"-"da bin ich gan

,
anderer Meinune), paraphrases.and repetitions ("du\me nst\Zt.." "mit anderen a

Worten"), links arid responders ("und zwar ...," "in Ai 'sem Sinne...," "das ist es ja
rade..."), generalizations ("im grogsen und ganze -ran und far sich"),i restate-

ments. First drilled separately through a series of'gapes and situational exercises
of increasing difficulty, these strategies enhance the imagination:of the students
as well as their ability to.expèriment with the linguistic forma gnd to adapt ver-
bally to any new conversational context. They are then practNed systematically in
mini-debates with pairs of stludents and used ultimately in discussions with the
whole class.

.Conscious training in the use of gestures is another aspect of this pragmatic
approich to conversation. The method Aescrlbred below,is particularly suitable for
the teaching of French. The instructor presents a series of.French gestures with
explanations as to meaning, context, appropriateness--generally an enjoyable exer-
cise for the students, who also see videotapes of %native speakers using gestures
while conv114ing. Groups of two or three students present to the class a scene that
is enacted entirely in gestures. The scene is videotaped, and a series of exercises
is based on it:"

'Other students recount; interpret.or continue the scene.

t
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°The original presenters.or others d scribe the'actual.physical mfivements
involved in the gestuves (the most fficult of the exercises).

'Other students invent an appropriate, dialogUe for the scene.

, !The, original ,seudents re-enaet the, s ene, this .tiMe. with dialogue..

Jon important teatdre of these activitied is that students see aAd hear themselves
using French gestures and language, Visual, physical,.dramatic, narrating, and'ana-
lytic functions of .communication are thus employed in a context. that allows students
to physically "put themselvee into" the useof the language. .

--Claire J. Kramsch, Dept. of Foreign Literatures and.Linguistics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, CaMbridge 02139

THE TE4CHING OF FRENCH, QERMAN AND SPANISH
, AS ANCILLARY SKILLS

/

Chairperson: Elliot C.,Howe, Utah State Board of Education
Speakers: Bonitie A. Beckett, Sue..Ann 'Husemari, and Carole Deering Paul, Illinois

.Wealeyan Univ.

In recent years the growing number-of native speakers of foreign languages

living and working in the United States has caused our society to become
increasingly bilingual and bicultural. 'A study. of the population charaeteristics of
Chicago, a city of over three million, indicates thattsome ninety thousand Chicago
area children speak a language other than English in their homes. Although the
United States has traditionally considered itself a "melting pot," this theory is
being increasingly questioned as ethnic communities are maintaining their language
and ,traditions. The Chicano movement, the grot.Ying concern oven the education rights .

of non-English-speaking children, the ever-increasing number.of multinational firms
operating both in the United States and abroad--all attest to a period of growing
sociocultural awareness in this country. There is thus a growing need-not,only for
bilingual teachers but Tor bilingually trained professionals in all public service
areas. Against this background of growing cultural pluralism, foreign language
study patterns in thei universities have shifted to meet new demands for'relevancy in

1,\

academic study. I.
.

-,

The Foreign Language Department at Illinois Wesleyan University has addressed
.

..

itself to meeti!ng these needs at the ,intermediate level of language instruction.
The third semester of the basic sequence of language instruction (French, German,
Spanish 201) provides job-specific language training in addition to continuing the
study.of linguistic skills and cultural awareness.. Each 201 &lass meets four days a

4 week. One day is devoted to building aural/oral and conversational skills, two days
are devoted to grammar, drills,and exams, aria the fourth daY.is reserved for the" '

introduction of career-orientedivocabulary, dialogues, readings, and other activi-
'tips geared to the professionalointerests of the students. Each section bf 20,1 is
dividgool into' interest groups. Some of the Sections include,businegs German (French
.and Spanish), French.for the humanities, Spanish for the sobial services, Spanish
far medical personnel (pre-med and nursing), and French for drama students,

In' addition, to careerjelated vocabulary, Students receive training in cultural

awareness. They learn to understand and deal with aspects of"a foreign culture that'
differ from theit own. The cburse also offers opportunities to practice langOage

JskIlls in the communitw; some of thede options include (1) vOlunteer work at a
.

Spanish day'care center, (2) translation for non-English-speaking patients at,local._.....
7
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.hospitals, (3) inte nship experiences with business firms in Germany, and°(4) pro-
duction of a Tday ii one of the foreldn lan&ages.

iwspite ofthe increased work involved; the attitude of the faculty and the
students has-been positive. Once the..student.sees ehe application and relevance of,
the foeeign language tehis or her caróer choice, there an increase in achieve-

,,Inelfl.,,,mO4ivaticin.,,and:affort. Ne.have also_experienced an increase An the'number of
.

.students who 'go on to take 254, Intermediate Conversation: Although the program has
been in effect for only tOo years, it applears to have generated a renewal, of
,interest in foreign language study. 1 4

=-Carole Deering Paul, Dept. oT Fi.ench, Illinois Wesleyan.Univ., Blooming-
ton 61701 ra

LET'S ITIIN SLOVAK! UCME SA SEOVENSKY!

Chairp'erson: John M. DarceY: West Hia:rtford (CT) Public Schools
Speaker: .Grtior Chren

The most prominent Western linguists and philologists recognize Slovak as the
central,language of the Slays. Mario,Pei, in The Story of Languages, describes it
as a

bridge between Ciech and,Polisho Because of its Central position among
thewSlavic tongues, Slovak,has at times been advocated as a mediating .
language, or tongue of common-intercourse annong all Slavs..,..it Is closer
to the South Sfavic languages, and close enough to the East Slavic

.

tongues, particularly Ukrainian, to serve as an intermediary.

During th4 session, participants learn noun declension with.the auxiliarY verbs "to
have" and" "to be," and with words of most common'use. By the end of the session,
'many of those.,attending should be able to form very simple questions and answers and
read a simple text.

"--cregor Chren, Flodd Junior High School,\Stratford, CT 06497
#3.
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SAARDAY, AFITERNOON, NOVEMBER 2

-Po? OFF TO ANOTHER WORLD: A SIMULATED IMMERSION
IN,FOREIGN LANGUAGE CULTURES c

C irpirson: .Howard Hainsworth, 'Univ. of Toronto

Sveaker: Mary Lee Bowman

4Foreign language departments that seek an alternative.for FL!promOtion may wish

t organize an "in-house" international tour similar to the one developed by the

8f reign language department teachers at Mooresville High School. In one hour, stu-

d nts tan "pop off" to as many as three worlds, if the tour is well planned and if

FI teachers and students have participated in planning and decision making. The

tour can be managed as a field trip'during-the School day, as'an exening or Saturday

jaunt, or both, if schoof.authorities approve.
Posaibilftiea for foreign sites are limited only by the actual geographical

.
areas in wWith each language is spoken. Pop Off World Tours.can include points as

dlstant af Berlin, Paris, and a village in Mexico; or Munich, Anne6r; and Ponce; or

Haiti, Barcelona, and Salzburg. No matter which choices are made by FL teachers,'

the tourists should enjoy an afmosphere approximating that of the locale. Teachers

, who have riot themaelves visited the places may rely 'On natives, students, or tom-

munity members for their personal accountsrbf the area. Each site reproduced should

have music, dancing, food for sale', and,l6cal color in addition to the usual

historical sightse6ing spots.

Tourists who Pop Off.to Another*World:
*must have the absence excused, if during the school day. (This will have beer(

prehrranged and agreed to by administrators and department chairmen.)

-'must buy a passport and ticket prior tk the tour-, but never on the same day .

'are divided into groups'of no.itore than 20 persons

erecelye'their passport and tickets from their tour guides

eretteive a travel brochure repeating the information given by tour guides

'have therir passports stamped at each border

*exchgnge all money to local currengies to buy food, drink, or sotvenirs
%

*hear.theNlanguage spoken by "nativès'

Typical Natives" in Another World,:
ehave.:learned appropriate dialogues, phrases, and vocabuliry for the part

.'have practiced Songs or dances or appropriate. actions

*have created sore part of the scenery
have had a vote on the site arid what should be included (optfional)

*have signed,a contract for a class grade for the three weeks preparation

(optional),,
have chosen the.part'they play, with'teacher"s approval' (optional)

*enjoy role playing for gn audience

. -42
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TeNhers .or department chair en whO 'wish to organize.a tour ma}, use the suggestions
and schedules from Mooresvi le High School as-guidelines. Slideg and transparencies .

are used to illustrate-the ndouts: Administerin for Less.Confugion (a schedule
i to follow for planningfand decision making), Mounting the Production csuggeations,

for producing and directing),. and Plans for Involvirig Each FL Student (individuali-
0

. ,zation and contract's). .
. .

'. To dreate Another World for the.benefit of students and parents who imay not have
the opportunity to take 4n actual world tour is not a simple task. flhe usual
teacher-directed classroowatmosphere is missing. But for..FL stud e4, non-FL stu-

\_- dentS, and parents, much'learning takes place.
--Mary Lee Bowman, Mooresville High Sctiool, Mooresville'.,IN 4608 -

i

MEETI146 THE NEEDS OF THE GIFTED SECOND;LANGUAGE'LEARNER

Chairperson: Bob.by LaBouve Texas Education'Agency
Speakers: aarbara Gontale Bettie Klier, Crockett High School, Austin, TX

. ,.:,
ie

.
,

. ; \ iir .. 0

As in7many'ipther Subject areas, the gifted learner iR second langdage classes is
often not accombodated in a manner quate to facitate the greatesX possible

' learning. .But. peven m9ie imortamt, s learner is also'somewhat more difficult.to
_.

identify in the first place, because characteristics of a sifted second language
.

learner are not exactly those. identif in the literature on gifted learners in .

general. Special attention is gillen to the set of characteristics that-best iden-
'tify/a'potentially;gifted second language learner, bothgs described in the litera- .4

.tuKe hnd through experience in 4 particular progrhm-in the.Southwest. Use of these
criteria to. select students Tor A ongoing foreign language program adjunct for

.

, gifted second 1,anguage learners is described., . ,
\ .

. The structuring of this program extension is outlined, covering the following'f

(1) district role; (2) administrator'apd supervisdr role, (3) parentaf involvemenik,..
(4)4teacher role, (5) special staff and budget, (6) schedbling, (7) materialS, (8) .-

, methods, (9) evaluation, (10) rdsulf*, (11).stuldent reaction, and (12).special
insights and considerations.

This program iq entering its thitd year ana has proved quite successful.
.

Student response is pod, and student progr ss is water than that for similar stu-
dents in,regular claSses. The leachef w supe7ises this program has found manage-
able-ways to integrate.this adjuntt intb the-rekular prograt. .

_The basic approath used is conversatidnal, and the form4t is a pull-out prograt.
Students spend part of their regdlar FrenCh class time'with a native speaker who
conducts conversation sessions. This contact is regularly scheduled fsor each
btildent, but the days differ from week to NTek, so that the student is meeting,with
the session leader"in different small groups each time.

The special considerations that emerge dfuring theiimplementation phase are
discussed along with the modifications made for the second year of the program and ,

plans for the third year.
--Barbara Gonzalez, Univ. of Texas, San Antonio 78285

*

A DIFFERENT WAY_OF USING FEATURE' FILMS TO TEACH LANGUAGE

Chairperson: `1Dorothy diOrio, Auburn_Univ. *

Speakers: *Pierre J. Capretz; Sylvie Mathe, Wellesley College

6
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Films7-by which we do not mean teaching films ot even documentary films, but .

regular, full-lengih,feature filmspresent an exceptilvally interesting Charac- i

teristic for-the language teacher: they provicre a post precious commoc4ty, authell- J

tic.sounding language spoken in a situational cohte*t. In that respect, films.pre

far superior to any other medium for the teaching of language. , Textbooks, for'

example, do not offer spoken language. Whatilangeage they present rarely "sounds"

, very natural, and even the best-illustrated.textbooks u ly fall short of pre-

senting language in obvious, sonvihcing situational co texts. As a mattei of fact,

in textbooks the situation isiusuall'i given through the text--that is to say,

through the anguage itselfwhile in real life, and.in films, the language emanates
from the situation. The situation is giyen first. And it is provided in a.Wriy
obvious way through the visual repreSentation of the scene and the sound effgcts.

Films offer one other considerable advantage. In films, language and thek

situational Context are recorded; thus they can be manipulated to a great extent in

order o fit whatever.teaching strategy may b%considered mosttappropriate.,
In an attempt to take advantage of those two remarkable characteristics of

.

films, experiments with the use of film in-language teaching have been made at Yale,

mostly in French, during the past two decades. The techniques have been gradually

refinei from the rudimentary procedure of mere projection of the film, following (or

.preceding) a reading of the,script, to a considerably more sophisticated system that '

will be very briefly, outlined here..

. s On day one, tatilm (preferably a print withaut subtitles) is first projected-

/r.-
in its enEir' ety. VI ng a subsequent period of approximately.two to three weeks,

students work on e ch one of the six or seven parts into which t.he film has.been

divided. On day two, for example, students will start working on part I. They will

see the first,15 or 20 minutes of the film, while listening to.the soundtrack .

through earphones for,a clearer.perception. They mill then hear that segment of the

soundtrack again. Thia time the text will appear on a screen (left) as the
soundtrack is heard and, af the same time, scenes from the-film appear on the right

screen to recall.the situational context. Whenever a comprehension difficulty is

encountered, the soundtrack'is interrupted and the difficult word or phrase is pre-'

sented in a numbet of different situa,tions on the right screen (wilh the accomr

paniment of cOrresponding soundtrack, of4ourse). When a sufficient number of

examples have been presented to resolve he difficulty, the studentp are invited to

take note of the_item,in question by in reing it into an appropriate context on a

specially prepared mimeographed sheet t they will be able to refer for revrew

.purposes. This first phase aims at comp ehens on. In a second phase, selected

lexical and grammatical items encountered in the djalogue will be studied in greater

depth with production as the objective.
After thts multimedia presentation of each part of the film, students Can work

'40tndependently in the langUage laboratory,with two series of,recordings. The first

series.is.aq, edited soundtrack of the film accompanied with*questiqns designed to

focus totteattentiOn on points of special importance for a general coTprehension of

the dWogue. The second series presents.a.variety of listening comprehension, dic-

tation, vocabulary, grammatiCal, and oral productiop exerciles, all based on the

language and situktions of the film. .
_

.

The material offered in the multimedia presentation and practiced with the
1.-

recordings is then exploited in class under the direction.of die teacher, theough

controlled exercises, discussion Of the plot, and role playing, with various degrees '

of freedom granted to the students to make variations. .

The system outlined above is tie latest stage of a 14ng evolution. It has not. .0
a

v yet reached perfection and isfstill.being modified, but, as it is, it ts'very suc2

{ cessful in holding.the intereSt of the students and providing them with authentic
language models that they can'imitater adapt, and recombine to create novIel.utter-

ances of their own.
--Pierre J. Capretz, Yale Univ. Languag% Laboratory, 111 Grave St., New

..)
;

Haven, CT, 06511
..
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ONE AP.PR0ACH.X0 RESEARCHING ATHNIC COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES

.
.

Chairperson: S. Lawrence McWilliame, Jefferson COuhty (CO) Public Schools
Speaker: i Rosanne Gostovich Royer

c

Seattle's "Ethnic Heritage Workshop"' OMay be a useful model r foreign l hguage
and area studies teachers in learning about and relating to ethnic communitii..0.

.Thg project offers instruction and encourages ethnic groups in the documentation
of theLt local histories. Generally speaking, the experiences of immigrant groups
have not been presented adequately, if at all, in Northwest history books and in the

4 school curricula. .
,

,

The Ethnic Heritage Workshop is
,

a grass-roots effott that began with a teeting.
in November 1978. Se/veral ethnic representatives met with a specialist from the
American Folklife Center Of the Library of Congress to discuss the feaaibility'4. an
ethnic history workshdp. Subsequent monthly meetings have led to tile creation of an

, ",EthnioHerit e'Council of the Pacific Northwest" and the adoption of the proposed
'T

ethnic.history workshop into phe Seattle Public Library's NEH Neighborhood History
project. The w kshoptook place Septeber 28-30, 1979, With nationally recognized

,.

experti on hand to instruct. ,

.

The project aims to enhance the imageS of ethnicity from holiday bazaars,Jiood
lood, fdlk dances, and folk songs to special human and hiii6rical,.exparieheei, -iibtlii-
views, and value systems. gthnicity on the local level generally,has not' been con-
sidered an academic subject, except when the ethnic,group is extremely large or has
develoPed a political,base. Consequently, many universities and school districts
havelimited-knowledge,and involvement.with the ethnic communities,in their areas.
At the same time, many ethnic groups have been reluctanF to share a more complete_
Picture'of themselves. There is a privacy or timidity kbout the value systems ande

activities they hold dear.
I believe that foreign language and area stpdies teachers have a responsibility

to know these communities, to sefve them Whenever.possible, and to develop good
: relations with them. Global education can stait at home with a sensitivity to the

world diversity in our own towns and cikties. Students should learn about and
experience other cultures, even irthdse cultures are not the same Ones being
covered'in the foreign language classroom. yith a booming interest in family heri-

. tage, there is a better environment than ever for encouraging ethnic groups to tell
theii stories, and to participate in schbol curriculum development and in the
improvement of'local history files so that their experiences are represented there.
They are also an obvious and generally untapped constituency for support of foreign
language and international studies programs.

.

4.
The Seattle project has used the approach.of monthly meetings of a multi-ethnic

group (meeting in various.historical settings, such ai Setbian Hall, ,DayOreak Star
Centerthe Latvian Community Center) to plan a specific project--the.Ethnic
Heritage Workshop. Though it is a grass-roots effort, not initiated by an educa-
tional group, it has adcessarily involved educators,and others as it has progressed.
The Library's involvement, for example, assures at least one vepository for research
inspired by theWortshop.n Thus, in the course of this cooperative effort,'it seems
thtit the trust and fridndship thatAs developing among the various ethnic reereseft-
tatives may transfer to the community aC large.

g.

--Rosanne.Gostovich Royer, Russian-East European Area Center, Thomtep Hallo
Univ. of Washington, Seattle 98195

,
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EXTRA! COMMUNITY AIDS.LANGUAGE PROGRAMS AND
TEACHER CENTER CONCEPT tAKES ROOT.

Co-Chairpersons: Gisele Hart, Richmond Unified Schdol District, El Cerrito, CA; Janet

Neill, San Ramon.Valley High School, Danville, CA .

'Speakers: .Alan Garfinkel; Claudia F. Edwards

This session uses simulation and role 'playing to demonstrate a way to use com-
munity resources to enhance language teaching programs by practicing the philosophy

of the teacher center movement. The purpose of.the session is not so.much. tO publi-

bize one particular teacher center as it is to.point Out the value of the'teacher

center concept as it can be apOlied to langUage teaching.
Participants are given roles to *assume, such as local language teacher, depari-

men;,head.,. state poordinator of foreign languages, representative cif a professional

teaclers group, local chamber of commerce representative, media representative, Arts
federation-member, warehouse owner, local puppeteer, etc. Each is given a card

listing'potential contributions to the comMunity ,thatcan serve the teaching of

foreign languages:. Some participTits thls present language-teaching probleisomd

others present language-teaching solutions. Participants trade resources and

generate poseible cooperative efforts for mutual benefits. For example.,- the group.

can generate benefits for foreign language programs in'turn-for teaCher-ttudent par-

ticipation in a pUblic sert.rice effort'sponsored or favored by a given'elemeht of the .

community.
Once the potential benefit-Of such a sharing group is demonatrated, the session'

leaders indicate ways to establish such a group in the participant's local area.
Specific recommendations on how to proceedaxe shared along with a discussion of

positiv,e and'negative teatimes and realistic problemS.
Finally a more specific 4look at products and TRIAD Teacher Center operations is

presented.
--Alan Garfinkel, Dept. of Foreign Languages aild Literatures, Purdue Univ..,

West Lafayette, IN 47907; Claudia F.'Edwards, TRIAD Teacher Centel, 700

S. :Eourth St.,,Latayette, IN 47905

' A REPORT ON THE_NEH-SPONSORED INSTITUTE: "TEACHING 4iNISH
A

TO NATIVE SPANISH SPEAKERS" k

,)

'Chairperson: Cuadalupe Valdes
Speakers.: .Erlinda Gonzalez7Berry, Univ."of New Mexico; Trish Dvorak, Rutgers Univ.;.

Dagoberto Orrantia,'John Jay College, CUNY; Margc4et Stovall, Trinity Univ.; Richard

V. Teschner, Univ. of Texas, El Paso

An eight-week-National. Endowment for the Huma ities-sponsored summer institute

on "Teaching Spanish to Native Spanish Speakers" was held on the'campusof the New
Mexi'co:State University (Las truces)' .from June 26 to August 18, 1978. The Institute

focused priparily on the Oevelopment of'Oarticipants' abilities in the teaching of -

Spanish as a native language to U.S. Hispanophones (bilingual Chicanos, Puefto

Ricans, Culen-Americans, et al.). whose'initial classroom needs include vocabularY'

expansion,,acquisition o Spanish lrteeacy skint:, and an introduction to the

morious genres of liter turt (with an emphasis on Chicado and Nedrican writings).

Institute activities cluded lectuties,and disCUssions, smal group.projects,

panels, participade preeentations, anevisits to three d rby university programs in

SNS (Spanish for Native Speakers). Participants alto o served and' took part in an

actual elementary level course for natipe speakers Oh e New.Mexico State campus

during the last six weeks of the Institute.

Si
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Eighteen teachers ih undergraduate leveNNS.programs yere chosen as'Insatute
participants. Preference was given to persCds who .had demonstrated an inttrest in
teaching SNS or Who were likely to succeed in.iMplementing, at their hdhle schools, a
c6urse designed at the Institute. Each participant was paid a stipend 'of $2300 to
help defray expense's of housing, travel,'etc. The Institute attracted teachers of
SNS to Chicanos, as expected, but also included SNS teachers Of Puerto Rican .stu,
dents from the East Coast.

Institute activities were directed by Guadilupe Valdes ofthe Department of
Foreign Languages, New Mexico State University. She was assisted by staff member
Charles Tatum (NMSU) and associate director Ricilard V. Teschner (Univ. of-Texas at 1

El Paso).

During this special session, four persons who participated in the Summer -

institute (two from the Southwest and two friam'the East Coast). oin. Professorst

I)
Valdes,and Teschner to share witivother meMbers of the profess on the practical. ..

results of their experience as evidenced by this last academi 'year's teaching.. 1
Specifically, the panelists briefly review the problema faced.by Spanish-teaching
professionals 4 the. implementation of language instruction for Hispanic bilinglials.
--for example: .. . -

'The Jack of' suitable materials

'The confusion about methodologiea and objectives
.

'The lack of previous relevant training by "foreign" language teachers
'The structure of existing course seqeeoces
'Studenls,' attitudes toward their language variety

They then discussthe pProaches they have followed in finding.sOlutions to.such
problems.

Because, however, it.is felt that'the Spanish language experience may be of
benefit to other professionals who are concerned about the teachingtof "ethnic" len--
jguages in this country, the latter half-hour of the period IS directed to analyzing
itheirelationehip between the teaching of foreign languages and the teaching 0
"ethnic" or.-CommuniEy" languages. An attempt is made to show how unrealistic such
a separation has been tistorically and to suggest that in this era of declining
interest in learning languages, the profession must cultivate pith care the "nativel
speakeriCof non-English languages. Practical suggestions are Inade for beginning
york in ethnic commu4ties, for implementing experimental courses, for adapting
materials, and for coOing with the 'dialect" problem. 4

--Guadalupe Valdes, Dept. of Foreign Languages, New Mexido State Univ., Las
Cruces 88003

FOREIGN LANGUeiGE FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS FOR THE SLOW
LiARI4ER--A MULTISTIMULUS APPROACH

Chairperson: L. Gerard,Toussaint, North Carolina State_Dept. of Public Instruct
Speaker4. Michael Cave

Students of a foreign language at any level frequently experd ce difficu ty in
responding correctly in the target language to questions that havdrnot been taken
directly from previously drilled material. Thiscfaci of second language acquisition
is common to -alA learners at the beginning levels, and it is one reason why use of
films or filmstrips in'the target language is undommon in Most first year ciakses.'
When student abileities'and motrvation are high, use of such materials is possible;
when both are low, and actiye command of basic vocabulary and strixtune is at be'st

-

C.
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limited', productive use.of uch materialS is next to impossible. Thedifficulty in

using film and filmstrip programs is frequentfY compounded %Own cultural material or'

content. material of any level of complexity is to be taught via such progrOs. The

burden of discussing content materialvin the taiget language is simply too great tor

the vast majorlty of present-day language learners o.handle.
CommerciallTproduced film and-filmstrip programs more often than`not make no

concessib.n to the fact that. while ehe more able first,and second year student may be'
able to cOmprehend fairly well what is being said, any active discussion of the con-
tent Of the program in the target language-is probably out of the question due to .

the newness of the material presented and the'unfathiliar lexical and grammatical

elements that such programs.Lwould be likely io employ.
The'"multistimulus" approach offers a way to succtssfully use films and

'filmstrips in .first year'classes of belowLaverage.students. All work can be conn.

dUct/d in the target language,,and significant cultural points can be taught. More.. .

complex 'cultural material may be covered in Second.and third-year classes than wOuld
otherwise be possible. -Of great significance to the problem of materials acquisi-
ition is the fact that coihmercially produced materials presently available may be

useb. as the starting point for.the production of totally new prbgrams taikored to

the needs of.one's students.
'Spanish students at Wellesley.iligh School have benefited from such materials

since 1975.. The inspiration for the development of the "multistimulus" approach

came from working,with the McCraw-Hill Spanish text Eftspagol: A Descubnirlo in

classes of below4average agility students.; Work with the filmstrips that accompany
this text showed that students, ai'this level could not respond to the questions in

Spanish or material sOiggested. An additional stimulus in the form of the captions

used to describe th,Orame under diacussion Od'.to improvement in student responses

when these captioni. Were projected on a-scfsb .beside.the picture. Use4of the tapes

accompanying pescubrirlo *ith the combined tActure-word stimuli.permitte pronun-
ciation practice with paterial needed to answer correctlyephe teachen's target

language queations. The combination of taped material, projected captions, and pic-

ture yielded a rudimentary short.filmstrip progtam that even the least able student

could understand and discuss in the target languageLin this case, Spanish.

Adaptation of.filmstrips owned by the language departthent of Wellesley High

School was the next step. TWO staff members, Michael Cave.and Anthony Bent, adapted
several 0%11-length filmstfiPs whose original sctipt was far too difficult Tor any

students in the Spnish program to work .with productively. For each film*trip, the

following steps were taken: (1) Captions'providing a literal description of each

frame of the filmstrip were written. Vocabulary and struCtureemplived in the Cap-

tions were limited tb what the students Would be expetted to ha4e mastered at a

desigApted point in-the Spanish sequence; the length of the captions was limited to
four lines per frame. Literalness of the description waS deemed essential for total
comprehension by all students likely,to work with the materials. (2) Transparencies

of the captions were produced so thatAhese could be projected beside each frame,
Since the frames of the filmstrips were all numbered, association of cap4ion with
particular frame was possible on the transparency. (3) A tape of the Script,exactly

as written was produced.. Since tape recorders owned by Wellesley had a two-track
playback-capabilbty, music appropriate to the ontent mdterial 91 .each program:Was

reeorded on the second track. In actual usage, the music proved to be an important

reason for the success of these first programs. (4)..A student packet containing the'

script, a'list of all vocabulary Used id the script pius'English equivaleats, and

workSheets was designed and reproduced in booklet filtm. (5) Tests using a varitsty

of type; of(questtonfrwere developed for each program.
Summer workshops in 1976' and 1977 saw the exwnsion of essentially the same pro-

cedure to filmstrips containing-more complex cultipral matefial, and ultimately to .

.movies purchased frOwthe International Filth Bureau. Acceptance by the students has
'
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.been.enthusiastl.c.., auPport,forcurriculum devtlppment froOhe WellesleOublic '

Schoola,fias been'generous, ari'd'eagerness t6 try.similar 'aiiaOtations has been noteol
ff.oM-colleagUesin the.,Eastern MassachusettsArea..,

. 4 --Michael Cave, ForeignLangua*Dept., Wellesley High School, Wellesley,
4

MA.02181 .1
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INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN: CHOICES TO BE MADE

Chairperson: Joseph A. Tursi, SUNY; Stony Brook .
,_

Speaker: Remo*J. Trivelli .

! .

The descriptions a.the three levels of A language.cOurse should suggest in an.

.
,

ideal way the. image of concentric circles. -There is one focal point, and each suc-
cessive level allows us to,view the language from a podition that encompasses more
grou4 and suggests greater complexities, but also allows more flexibility ds to how

...

we can dpproach it. .

.
.

.
.

1

1

'If the.elementary course is in.large measure--if not exclusivelynormative, arid ,.

if in the advanced coUrse we_study the language in the,infinite variety that charac-
es mterit oral ail written comunication, then the intermediate, as our' Second con

centric circle, should be both normative and descriptiVe. At this level the
.

f.sOUdents Inove from the controlled idicim of the elementary course to the range of

t
registers that oharacterize the contemporary language. Furthermore, if at the ele-
entary lAel we present language and,:culture.in a relationshIpof wedium to:.
essage, at the intprmediate level the range of stylea and the culturally Authentic

Situations will present language itself as a conveyor of culture.,, 0,

Joshria. Fishman writes that "Language is content...a marker of situations and
l.

A topPcs as well as the societal goals and the large scale'valueladen avnas of '',
.

SO P

interaction that typify every speech community." Teachers of Italian can appreciate
the remark when they.pOnder. the fact that the notion of a "standard" Italian with a-.
unified cultural basis is, at best, illusory. The language today is a.series of
regional languages that refleEt the complex spciocultural background that is

.

ItalFas.
. .6r1lIkeQ4- . y

. .

This presentation proposea that igtermeaWar Italian continue the developMent of
ell four skills in five phases that are schemaized here, but which in the lessons °

themselves; as the examples and handouts demo6itnate, are presented as.inter-
.

,
., 2 0

penetrating parts of the language. , .

. , .

Phase't is a.review stressing those features pf the langUage that are the source
a the most Vequent errors for Anglophonesjoblroing Italian.. A few of, these are- '

the use of propleitions, form and use of me, definite article, arid the,use of the
imperfect tense vis-A-vis other past tenses.

Phase II provides practice in manipulatingvaph features.as functional value (Sp
. .

lo fai di nuovo,ti do uno schiaffo, or Fallo diOuovo e ti do uno schiaffo); state-
Ments.with inferred meaning (Salloil controllore,;inferred: E meglio fare,A.1

.

_

40tsu stitutions of analogous conceptual value (Clavito SI'Prepara alla cena: Clavio si
ietto);uaing a lexical, item in both its liteal and contextual sense, and%

prepara a cenare).
Phase III offers exercises in the language through the study of registers.from

the formal to the intimate. Examples'will be.drawniFfrom advertisements, newspApers,
modern.literature, fotorkranti,, comics, films,' and television. The students learn
to distinguish one.register from the other-, to express theniselves in the register

.

most appropriate.tO the situation suggested by the instructor, and to expresa the
pame 44ba in morethan.one register., Thp selections chosen are int4nded to
;underline the.growing Interaction between the regigters themselves and between spo-
.ken,and written Italian.

/.
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Phase' IV proovides ,an inFoduation to ,the 113 t r ong regional litiality, of the :language

/ in- the 'variety. of 'Ate 3:lexic4il items, AFI, ptonunciaticin,. Intonation, snd even in .cer-

-tain eyntaceiCagl elements., , .. ,- . . . .

.

I
.

.--

* t .

Phase V stresses nonverbal communication; practiaal exercj.ses in kinescd,

prd'xemics,4and paralinguistic elementie make evident5 to' the students ittS coguitive,'.0

and affective rolePS and interdependence wig verbal ,comntunication. . 4.

. --
TUis aPproach to the in mediate course shiaild prdsent the unity ihidiveriity'

of' Railer} and' stress the 'nee fov iiach 'user 4 .the language to choose adcording to

.." 5,' th si.tuatron anirpurpose for wh ch it is employed.
.
. --Remo J. Trive,111,, Dept. of Languages, Univ. f Rhode Island', Kingston

,

02881 '
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TEAGHING'A DIVERSE LANGUAGE: PORTUGUESE

,

e5satiOerson,:,?Jbhn E. JehErgri

Seekers: Mary Ann CritzlOmerican Grad. School of-Internationil jtinagement;

"John B. Jensehl.
..,

Clea Rameh, Georgetown Univ.; Irene Wherritt, Univ. of Kansas; .

. ,

James L. Wyatt, Florida State Univ. , 4

'
*' .4.

The ,program begina yith a;brief -.introduction by. John B. Jensen- to .the general. .

-problempf language andmstudent.diversity in-tetnhing Portuguese.. He em$hasizes thea.-.
, ..greiit distance between colloquial pprtuguese and the;usual,,limited fdrmal graiMar

eresented in class,as well as the Wide diversity of students-normally encountered

iirAme'rican schools:. The'session focuses.both on`spectfic challenges- in teaching ..2.,

"Portuguese and oh the application'of. lessons from ite.Portugu se ekample in working. -,':".

With other language-learning situations. .

,

Co-presenters involve the audience An three illustrattv Cases.of diversity in .,

"
eaching Portuguese. The-first,-presented ,by Irene Mherriti7deall w1A diversity

?
'

of.interaction--qhe rules for language use within Brazilian culture. Stie shows how

simple rules for making introductionh, for example, caaahd ShOuld be.included in ,

.teaching materials. She' demonstrates how a grammar.of interaidtienal rules has

6 itportance not orilyin a textbook, but-how on la wider scale subtle differences

Underlined by distinct interwcatenal ruies of a particular sOciety%can be u`sed ta

reveal otherwise hidden contrasts between two societies much faster than canbe
,./

acquired through life experience.
.

4

4!'

The secohd case, given by,James IA Wyptt, deals with"the special needs 'of a
.

.1 Pörtpguese student population conslsting latgely of learners' of Spanish. He
,

# attempts to identify thpse variables within Portuguese that match features of

.tSpanish, and,he suggests that the Spanish speaker adopt thoie features early in his
,

,
.

or,ffer-4earning endleavors. In othet wordsl he demonstrates taty.ng all possible

advantage Of pacatNe.transfer at the beginning while combattink negative transfet.
The.third case, offered by-Mary Anne Critz, treats the special challenges

,. -involved in teaching Porttiguese-to fueuip business executives, particularly those

'
-
who Will most likely be working with the 0ot-so-popular multinational corpOrations
.

tim n Brazil'. Met pres tation.remphasizes the general, overall picture of

famil with culture, attitu , and corporate responsibility, as related to
)

,

specif hguistit and paralinguistic variables.
The.three presentations are not simple papfrs tead to a listejiing audience.

1- ather, each co-presenter attempts to putall Ission partici'pants, ih a poation

ther as native speaker or as language learner kaving to deal wi h the peculiar,

' problems of linguistic and sociocultural divtsity. This is accomplisheiothrough

demonstration', role playing, and case', studles with discussion. . '

.4-
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he sepsion comilk fo a clOse,'Cleaqtameh r'flehs briefly on, the' mitiriTide44-: .

altd OACt of4he-prEsentations. and fields brestiona'and comments front the
.. . t.icipants. ,., . .

.

, .

. --..John B.Jensen, Dept. of Mliern:Languages,Florida Interrhational Univ,',
TámiaMi 33199''

APPLICATIOn PF ESPERANTO !

.4

Chairperson:-.John'W. Howard, Alabama State Dept.. of Education
Speaker:, Thalas H. Goodman.

f'

Esperanto wasecreated .by Dr. Zamenhof.of Poland in 1887 as afseconela

, anyone could learrrIfor international use. While-Esperantd still has a kong w4
gb in the attempt to further internationthl under-standing and peace, it has been used
more and more in recent years'to aid.in the learning of'other langvages,.

.

: Almbst 75.percent al the Vocabulary is derived_ from. Romance languages, the
'

reMainOer-b'ing mostly Germanic. The peonunciation is based on a-phonetic alphabet"
,

'ahd it soun s mostlyjike Spanish or Italian. The structureohowever; is the genius
of Esperant : Thligiammar is not only completely regular, making,the languAge ,..,

simple to learn Slit also mbre flexible for building vocabulary and more varied and
iowerful than the.rélatively rigid systems of Indo-European languages.4 ..

E perantq has,only417 grammatical endings--one,for each grammaticar
,AunC iontsubfMnetion .(including nouns, adj tives, verbs, and adverbs). By using
/ prefixes and.suffixe as weft aa these grAm aticalippendilgs, with several thousand
'rootst millións of words can.bbuil
meaning: Thq creattVity:possible
dependency on minimal.regular Str

4.

I. -

to inaicate practically endless varttties'of
n Word building is coupled With the complete

ctural principles; which.make13--Esperanto ahighly
functional, descriptivejangume.

.

As an introduction th--the study of other:foreign languages, Esperanto has been.,
used anywhere from a mini-unit of a few days Co an,entire semester.or even a yeaf.
In Oaryland, Esperanto has been taught_most typically in junior high school foreign.

, language appreciatioh programs for a.quarter, followed by an introduction'to Spanish,
French, and German. It -provdidesnot only a clearer general concept of graMmar, butl
also the motivation to learn other languages.

In Hawaii'and'California, elementany school programs have used Esperanto suc,.

0 cessfully in teaching EngliSh. In some universftied it has been included in
linguistics,courses, and, in a.fewchses, aseven been:the subject oftdoctoral
diSsertations. Most of all, Esperanto,has been a subject for adult education, and.
ia, more often than not, self-taught.

Beyond, the classroom, however, Esperanto is toed 115r several:million people scat-
//tered around the wirld. Dozens of peniodicalt are published in Esperahto, and

thousands of book rides are in. print. While certain social aspects of usaget4lave
evolved into soMethin of.an ihternational culture during almost a century of use,
Esperanto teuly promotes cultural pluralismand thereby counteracts ethnocentrism.
It appeals to, and promotes, that which is universa;1. to .menkind.

Although Esperanfo teachers do not dlaim their tanguage as a panacea for all the
current problems facing foreign language teachers; they believe in.its.value in Pro-
moting foreign lanpage study. The American Association of Teachers of Esperanto,.a
national beanch of an international organization, report's quarterly on the latest
w rldwide.Aevelopmentsin language teaching, and serves to certItfy teachers/pupils

rough a serieS of standardized examinations. Other meMbership organizations in
he United States are-lhe Esperanto League for North America (open to 'anyone) and
the Esperanto Studies Association of America (asmaller group, mostly.from uniyer-

.

sities, which promotes further scholarlx worik).
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Perhipspost interesting of 401 is the,recent propoSal of the Esperantic Studies.

Foundation trithe NatIonal Endowment for the HumanitiesA Introductory!Language
Course for the Fifth and Sixth Grddes..:1f, approved as'is., Philadelphia Wiltbe the

area for developing a package OFTiTect-metIod materials and atidiOVisual.aids.te
tr4:n teachers whp will subsequently conduct an experiment with several bundred ,

pupils in Iocal piihric and private elementary schools. Evaluation of all hases of

the experiment and dissemination' results in professional' journals and rèetings '

will follow.
--Thomas F. Goodman,-3218 ftelbeurne Rd., Balttmore, MA 21208'

irISUAL9STII4ULI IN THE_FOREIGN,LANGUACE CLASSROOM

,:Chairperdon: Robert .Gilman,"Univ. of Nevada, Reno

'Speaker: Rosalie M. Cheatham

, . .

. ,

Since many students today at all levels of, instruction have a strong visual
.

orientation, due to the influence of advertising and televlsion, and since foreign
language feachers voice.the need to maximize the efficiencyl of their use of ,

classroom time, the use of a variety uf,visual stimuli in,the 'FL class is an:effec-

tive way to meet the neds of both students and teachers. ,

,

In the firsr segment of this sess'ion, the presenter, develops a ratiunale Eor.the

'frequent and varied use of visual's. A part of this ratlionale deals tAth the

acquisition of oral/aural skills. Although most teachers agree that improvement in

theSe skilla is mandatory,ttheir technique's fjpically ignore the fact that visual

stimuli (pictures, actions, objects) are frequently necessar, even in the native
-.language, to mOtivate recall and encOurage students' oral participation. Memory

experts tell us that the associative method is oRe of he best techniqt1s for

improving our recall. If this is true in the native 1 ngdage, it beco s'even more

important in seC"ond languaieacquisition. Too'often t achers expect to e of thAir .

second lallgUage Ehudents than is expected of students using their native language.

The iime-efficiency'factor is demonstrated fhroLW1 the presentation'of overhead

transparencies and non-photographic slides that.can Ile used for introducing struc-

tures and'Vcoabulary, ,for drill, for review,'for conversation stimulus, and, iA some

-.cases, forjtesting. By preparing such materials before claps, teachers do not lose

.time writing on the board or distributing handouts.. These materials 'can be used to

teach.multiple sectionS, and can be built up over the yea6t into a libary of

transparencies and slides. -

.
Students,tend to respond very favorably to the use-of these materials. ,Step-by-

,

step_presetitions with,color coding of new struttures facilitate their active
',mastery of new material. ."-Siudents are encour-aged to make notes.from such(presen-

tations so that they reinforce the learning process.,
. A significant portion of the session is spent in demonstrating,procedures for

preparing different types of, averhead transparencies apd nop-photOgraphic slides.-

Suggestions fOr the use of color codIng and.techniques Eor homework correction'are

also developed. Although the major emphasis is on materials designed and developed .

'by the teacher, there is a -brief'section on the use and manip,ilat4on of materials
.?.-

from other sources., ,

,

.

Finally, the pqsenter shows how the use of visuals can be a va uable aid tn
individual classes br multilevel situations where the teacher must divide his or her

attention among various groups. The ease'of operation of the equipment makes it
possible for students to use materials and review lessons without direct teacher

supervision.
.

.

--Rosalie M. Cheatham. Univ. of Arkansas at Little Rock, Little Rock 72204
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